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# Year Source Executive Department Type Comment #

1 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business General Rose Kudos to Business for paying receipts and getting checks out promptly. 1

2 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business General Rose
Thanks to IT from Business for keeping the network up and for cooperating with our incursions into your space.

2

3 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business General Onion
Business Office cannot share space with others, this does not allow for privacy and security. [Business 

determines office layout/location, reviewed by Con Svcs.  This year they shared space with Charities.]
3

4 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business General Rose
Kudos to Security for helping the Business department, and for attention to detail.  Smoothest year yet, on time 

and helpful.  They were great.
4

5 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business General Rose Eric (The Black) Rosenberg (Security) worked very well with the Business Department.  Thank you! 5

6 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business General Suggestion
Create a pre-printed voucher for a Free Membership that can be used as prizes.  Include blanks for Event 

Description, Exec. Signature, Winner Name & Badge Number. 
6

7 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business Budget Comment

Financial numbers suggest we are pretty close to break even.  NWC38-2015 had a $30k surplus.

[Suggested last year is not a good example, with a high top-line guest and charging more for memberships 

earlier.]

7

8 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business Budget Suggestion
Business team should have been more pro-active in encouraging fiscal constraint when they didn't see 

membership money coming in.  Or is the object to just break even?
8

9 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business Budget Onion
Please post the current budget with monthly updates on the Exec Drive.  Not having it this year was a problem.

9

10 NWC39 O&R Panel Business Purchasing Onion (Ref. Hospitality) Some juice past its expiration date was given out.  [Vendor didn't check their stock.] 10

11 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Business Purchasing Onion

Having multiple office supply bins of similar materials could be wasteful.  [But they go to different areas for 

different departments.]

Could there be some centralized purchasing pre-con so supplies aren't over-purchased?

11

12 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair ADA Rose Disability courtesy flyer [written by Kathy B.] got kudos. 12

13 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair ADA Rose Lots of kudos for feedback on ADA policy and pamphlet.  Also loved the wheelchair signs. 13

14 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair ADA  Rose 
The “Accessibility” pamphlet was excellent!  And needed.  Change chair@ to accessibility@norwescon.org 

(create the address), responsibility might not always be under Chair.
14

15 NWC39 Twitter Chair ADA  Rose Loved the wheelchair reservation signs this year! 15

16 NWC39 Email Chair ADA Rose
I greatly appreciated the two reserved ADA seats in the front of the panel rooms.  This was a major problem last 

year, and the change was >VERY< welcome. 
16

17 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair ADA Suggestion Hotel should have at least one bathroom that is fragrance-free. (ADA requirement) 17

18 NWC39 Email Chair ADA Rose
Appreciated the con-provided Pronoun Ribbons!  All weekend folks were thrilled when told they could get them 

officially from the con itself.
18

19 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair ADA Both Social communication clothespins were good, but needed more communication and explanation. 19

20 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair ADA Both
Using colored clothespins for social communication identifiers worked well, but availability could have been 

communicated better.
20

21 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair ADA Onion
Colored clothespins should have been distributed in complete sets, not individually.  (Apparently a few people at 

the Info Table were separating the sets and telling people they could only get one.)
21
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22 NWC39 Email Chair ADA Both

I think the green/yellow/red "social indicator" clips were leading in the right direction. Unfortunately, I believe many 

attendees were not really aware of the system despite postings. Instead of clips, maybe wrist or arm bands given 

at the Registration tables, not the Info Desk. Also, certain volunteers should be designated to strategically engage 

individuals wearing green. 

22

23 NWC39 Email Chair ADA Suggestion

I realize that mailing registration badges is a pain. However, for those of us with invisible disabilities, standing in 

line for 1+ hours can be brutal. It can also completely ruin our ability to have a pain free con. Even the line for the 

Green Room was very long; I heard many commenting on the pain levels they endured because of it. Surely there 

has to be an in-between? I would gladly pay $5 extra to have my badge mailed.

23

24 NWC39 Email Chair ADA Onion

There wasn’t a lot of seating available if one needed to sit while waiting for their panel, and what seating there 

was could end up being a long way from the room where the panel you wanted to attend was located. I’ve been to 

cons in the past where each room has a door attendant who usually handles getting seating for those that need it.
24

25 NWC39 Email Chair ADA Onion

Norwescon is so-so, IMO, on being accessibility-friendly.  There were times when the flow of traffic [in the 

Cascade hallway] had to completely stop so that someone in a scooter or wheelchair could move forward 

because the halls weren’t wide enough to accommodate a lane of traffic moving in both directions.
25

26 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair ADA Onion

Hotel seemed to be selling more handicapped hotel rooms than it had available.  (Suggested this was a larger 

Hilton chain issue.)

At least one ADA room was given to a non-ADA staff person who did not request ADA.  (and was surprised.)  This 

may have been because they wanted to be on the staff floor (3rd floor Tower) and get the staff rate (no Tower 

surcharge), and that was the only room *left*. Doubletree could make an effort to, for example, put that person on 

the 4th floor if there are no 3rd floor rooms left *except* for the ADA room.

26

27 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Banquets Comment

[From March Meeting Minutes] Only 42 tickets sold by March 11 at $75 each, not even breaking even. Last year 

was an anomaly selling 116, we usually only average 40. Options: Kill the Banquet, keep the Banquet, provide a 

cocktail hour.  Final action was to offer a NWC40 GOH cocktail hour at $40/ticket offering Sunday at NWC39 then 

table the discussion/offer until NWC40 Exec Team can make final decision.

27

28 NWC39 Email Chair Banquets Rose
This was my first year attending the Banquet, and unbeknownst to me at the time I sat right next to our WGoH.  I 

had a very good time and I will certainly be going to more banquets in the future.
28

29 NWC39 Comnt Cards Chair Banquets Suggestion

We love coming to the Banquet, but the food & service was awful.  Please go back to the buffet style and consider 

what can be done to lower the price, or at least have some actual entertainment such as a keynote speaker. 29
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30 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Comment

NWC39-2016-NW Harvest total donation=$2,791. (Equals 13,047 meals.)

40 pounds of food donated.

NWC38-2015=$4,300

NWC37-2014=$2,300

30

31 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Comment
Additional donations: $3800 to Clarion West, $2500 to help sponsor SFFSFFestival, $2500 to help sponsor Locus 

Awards.
31

32 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Rose
Kudos to Philip [Buff] for stepping in at last minute when Charities Head Amy [Johnson] had a medical 

emergency.
32

33 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Onion Charity Auction went really long.  Can we speed this up?  Was it a reflection of staffing issues? 33

34 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Comment Seemed liked there was a LOT of charity auction stuff, or there was little art in the auction. 34

35 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Suggestion
An idea: Have attendees "vote" using cardboard chits that could be placed on items of interest.  The most chits 

get auctioned early.
35

36 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Suggestion Make some Charity Auction items silent auction. 36

37 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Charities Suggestion
Can we do some items as a silent auction?  [It has been considered, but it was felt there would be some difficulty 

running it.]
37

38 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Elections Rose Thanks Rob for being the voice and face of Elections. 38

39 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Elections Rose Thanks to Office from Elections for helping facilitate the voting process. 39

40 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Elections Suggestion
Candidates for Chair/Vice/GoH should have ribbons designating such so they can be approached during the 

convention.
40

41 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Elections  Onion 
System this year was very complicated.  Several options needing explanation, it got muddied and confusing.

41

42 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Elections  Onion 
Nominee statements used different-sized fonts for candidates, not consistent.  Was this a subtle way of 

suggesting preference?
42

43 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Comment Need to retain concom & bring in new blood. 43

44 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Suggestion
We on ConCom need to be more welcoming to new people so we don't lose them midway through the planning 

year due to feeling unwelcome and unappreciated.
44

45 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Comment

For NWC39-2016 (Kathy said) not enough people applied for Exec positions and there needed to be recruiting.

For NWC40-2017 eight execs are not returning to their current positions. (Vice-Chair, Business, Secretary, 

Membership Serv, Convention Serv., Publications, Programming, Personnel.  Only ones wishing to stay are 

Treasurer and Special Events (husband of Chair).)

45

46 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Onion Please no micro-managing.  Allow departments to do their jobs. 46

47 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Onion Exec Team makes too many decisions without input from affected staff. 47

48 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Onion Current Execs should not make so many decisions before election of new officers. 48

49 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Suggestion More planning and attention should be paid to time management at Onions & Roses. 49

50 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Execs Onion
Execs should be reminded that Onions & Roses is NOT a time for them to talk, but to listen.  Don't explain, and 

NEVER argue.
50
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51 NWC39 Comnt Cards Chair General Rose Best Con Ever! 51

52 NWC39 Email Chair General Rose NWC39 was delightful! 52

53 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair General Rose Thanks for everyone's hard work.  We had a kick-ass convention. 53

54 NWC39 Twitter Chair General Rose All of us with RustedPortal had a great time at NWC, loved all the feedback! 54

55 NWC39 Blog Chair General Rose I loved it, had a great time, reconnected with old friends, made new ones, and generally had a ball! 55

56 NWC39 Twitter Chair General Rose Till next year, NWC!  It was a marathon of fun.  A funathon.  Most enjoyable NWC in recent memory. 56

57 NWC39 Twitter Chair General  Rose 
Probably one of the most well organized and good hearted shows around. Much fun was had. But I'm ready for a 

beer.
57

58 NWC39 Twitter Chair General Rose
Thank you especially to the hard-working non-stop volunteer con staff who busted their bums to make NWC39 

amazing!
58

59 NWC39 Twitter Chair General Rose
NWC was my first con. I had the best time. Panels were fantastic and fun. Will go again next year, but will have a 

table of my own.
59

60 NWC39 Twitter Chair General Rose
You guys do one of the best conventions anywhere on the planet!  Great seeing Tanya Huff, Sheila and Betsy 

[DAW books], too.
60

61 NWC39 Twitter Chair General Rose
I had a blast at NWC this weekend!  So many amazing and welcoming people & one of the best run Art Shows 

I've ever participated in.
61

62 NWC39 Blog Chair General Rose
NWC staff were all really great.  Thanks to everyone for making the event such a success.  It’s a lot of hard work.  

Next time you see a volunteer, thank them.
62

63 NWC39 Blog Chair General Rose

Norwescon really is a fun con. I think of it as Worldcon Lite. Lots of programming dedicated to the many aspects 

of SF/F fandom, writing, cosplay, etc.  An eclectic mix in the Dealer’s Hall, and a nice-sized art show. 63

64 NWC39 Email Chair General Rose

Great job on a great con.  The programming was great, the Publications Department did a great job, there were 

so many things that hummed along so smoothly.  Even with changes, the support staff & tech people did a great 

job.

64

65 NWC39 Blog Chair General Rose

It’s remarkable to see the diversity, openness, and acceptance between Norwescon-ers. The world outside of a 

convention can be mean. It’s nice to see a place where everyone is super considerate and goes out of their way 

to be encouraging and welcoming. NWC is unique like that.

65

66 NWC39 Email Chair General Suggestion

I applaud the ConCom for trying some new things.  Everything you try may not work but keep up the attempts at 

innovation, staying current, trying new things - don't be afraid to do things differently from "the way they have 

always been done" if there is a good reason to try something new.

66

67 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Comment Sign-up deadline for the ConCom retreat (July 29-31) is June 1, cost $25.00, limit of 80 people. 67

68 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Rose
Liked having shorter meetings.  The room layout of an L-shaped Exec table was appreciated.  Felt the longer 

angled table placement at other meetings took up too much space.
68

69 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Comment
Some departments used up all the time given for breakouts.  Others liked having the social time.  So it was felt 

the amount of time devoted to breakouts was about right.
69

70 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Comment
Liked the status reports from the Execs at the Post-Con, but isn't it just as important at this meeting to hear 

reports from the Departments?  Feels like Execs are the only "important" speakers.
70

71 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Comment
Special Events Exec was absent at Post-Con Meeting, so there was no discussion time allotted to it.    Just 

because he wasn't there doesn't mean his staff didn't have or want feedback.
71

72 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Suggestion Need a timeline. 72
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73 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Onion Really, really missed a con timeline. 73

74 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Suggestion

Org Chart needs consistent review (for additional ConCom and accuracy) by Execs, Department Heads and 

ConCom.  Don't assume your Exec got your name or info right for the Org Chart, check it every month! 74

75 NWC39 Comnt Cards Chair Meetings Onion Maxi's is a poor meeting space.  Evergreen Rooms used for March meeting were better. 75

76 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Suggestion Need more clarification on when actual meeting starts versus no-host lunch. 76

77 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Suggestion Put a door/sound barrier between Maxi's NWC meeting room and ice maker, to reduce noise. 77

78 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Meetings Suggestion Direction maps to the post-con meeting party should have been available at the meeting. 78

79 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Policies Comment

There were some concerns our Harassment Policy is for show and not enforced.  But this year we had one 

lifetime ban and 3 incidents under review.

Kathy has brought back the SAFE Committee responsible for reviewing the policy, to review and make 

recommendations for any changes or training that may be needed.

79

80 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Policies Suggestion
Believe the requirements for our guests (winning major awards and such) is placing too much of a restriction on 

finding the kind of new voices and guests some are interested in seeing.
80

81 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Public Relations Rose The new P.R. guy was great.  Please publicize us more, buy more ads. 81

82 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Public Relations Suggestion
Reach out to local high schools, colleges, military bases.  Offer articles and interviews for their paper(s).

82

83 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Public Relations Suggestion
Facilitate live podcasts and interviews with GoH's and Pro's of NWC40.  We have access to nationally-based 

podcasts, lets use them.
83

84 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Public Relations Suggestion
We should consider a table at Emerald City ComicCon, which is 6 weeks before NWC in 2017.  We could share 

with other cons and do a group table.
84

85 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Public Relations Onion Missed the NWC posters in Half Price Books restrooms. 85

86 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair Video Channels Comment
Hotel's cable provider was recently switched, and a technical interface between our output and their new input 

wasn't found in time.
86

87 NWC39 O&R Panel Chair Video Channels Onion Missed the con video channel. 87

88 NWC39 Facebook Chair Video Channels Both
A shame to lose it, as I loved having random SF/F on the TV while resting in the room, but it's not like there wasn't 

other stuff going on instead!
88

89 NWC39 Comnt Cards Chair Video Channels Onion

Membership Guide mentioned Video Programming (ch 46) but it wasn't there.  No additional info given in the daily 

errata.  [Its cancellation was mentioned on the social channels, which doesn't help those who aren't connected.  It 

was mentioned in the Thursday zine, in tinier print than the rest of the zine, and not mentioned again.]  
89

90 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Video Channels Comment Complaints about lack of Video Channels will continue until we solve the problem. 90

91 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Chair Video Channels  Onion 

The loss of the Video Channel was the Hotel's fault.  They should have compensated by finding a hotel room, 

somewhere in the hotel, clearing it of furniture and providing chairs and a video system, at no cost to NWC.

ALL the work of the video channel producer was for naught.  It felt like we tried several technical fixes, but when 

none worked, we gave up.  Was any sort of "theatre" setup considered?

91

92 NWC39 Comnt Cards Chair Video Channels Suggestion Please go back to televising the Masquerade, it was awesome. 92
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93 NWC39 O&R Panel Con Serv. IT Rose I.T. responded quickly when there was a problem in Registration. 93

94 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. IT Rose Thanks to IT from Office for all of your Office support and set up.  Great job! 94

95 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. IT Rose
Thanks to IT from Business for keeping the network up and for cooperating with our incursions into your space.

95

96 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. IT Suggestion

I.T. would like a room further away from the Stuffing Party; people came in looking for the stuffing party, also had 

noise issues.  The room I.T. was also not ready when it should have been.  [Contractually we only have one room 

for the Stuffing Party, they give us the other room gratis.  We would have to pay for two rooms if we wanted them 

to be separate.]

96

97 NWC39 O&R Panel Con Serv. Layouts Suggestion Make more room for scooters in rooms that have Science programming. 97

98 NWC39 O&R Panel Con Serv. Layouts Onion Rooms that were seated widely (Evergreen 3-4), didn't work well for slide presentations. 98

99 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Office Rose Thanks to Office from Elections for helping facilitate the voting process. 99

100 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Office Suggestion
Confirm open hours info with Office (and others) before re-using last years data. [Office open hours in Pkt Pgm 

were last years incorrect hours.  Current info was provided by Office but lost.]
100

101 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Office Onion Office open hours were listed incorrectly in Pocket Program, they were last years hours. 101

102 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Office Onion

Having multiple office supply bins of similar materials could be wasteful.  [But they go to different areas for 

different departments.]

Could there be some centralized purchasing pre-con so supplies aren't over-purchased?

102

103 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Office Onion

On two separate occasions, I was told that Office staff were rude to them.  I managed to soothe these people and 

get them the info they needed but I was surprised and alarmed by what I heard.  (I did not personally witness any 

rude behavior by Office staff myself.)

103

104 NWC39 Email Con Serv. Office Onion

My wife missed the Sunday meeting to receive her award for the Masquerade, and was told to go to the Office to 

see if it was there. At Ops a very impolite person informed us they didn't have them and that no one in the Office 

could help us as they closed at noon. (A friend that was staff in the Greenroom informed me that the Office didn't 

close until 2. [this was incorrect, noon was the published closing time])  My wife was finally able to grab a person 

with a radio who got on the radio to find someone that could help us, and the person with the award showed up.

That was the right thing to do. I am sure people in the Office had radios and could have done the same thing but 

refused.  It's disappointing to go to a place that is a "central area" where you are directed to get help and get an 

attitude of not wanting to help nor the desire to and basically being told to go away.

104

105 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Onions/Roses Comment Onions & Roses panel attendance(Su 5 E1/2) - 63 105

106 NWC39 O&R Panel Con Serv. Security Rose Thanks for the ADA lines for Special Events. 106

107 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Rose Kudos to Eric (The Black) Rosenberg for being a gun-ho guy in Security. 107

108 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Rose Eric (The Black) Rosenberg worked very well with the Business Department.  Thank you! 108

109 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Rose Nice to have Security coordinate with Grand 3 tech about setting up Grand 3 security cameras. 109

110 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Rose Thanks to Security from Business, they were great. 110

111 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Rose
Kudos to Security for helping the Business department, and for attention to detail.  Smoothest year yet, on time 

and helpful.
111
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112 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Rose
Big roses to the Business Protection Detail - Eric, Justin, Guy, and everyone.  They were super responsive and 

punctual and helped things run smoothly.  You guys rocked it!
112

113 NWC39 Email Con Serv. Security Rose
Norwescon Security are the most professional folks I've ever dealt with.  They were discrete, polite, and quick in 

response.  Kudos to the NWC security staff.
113

114 NWC39 Comnt Cards Con Serv. Security Suggestion

There is limited restroom access down Wing 7 for those in wheelchairs.  Perhaps Security could allow access to 

the restroom in the Volunteers Room after hours.  With only 1 restroom in the area, some can't wait. 114

115 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Onion Radios were not good this year.  Had problems with them throughout the whole con. 115

116 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Security Onion
Back Hall Pass clip hole was 1/4" from top and hard to clip to lanyards from Registration.  Membership Badge clip 

hole was 1/8" from top, Back Hall Pass should be too.
116

117 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Rose PK Dick Awards liked the tech setup they got.  Liked the PA and sound, too. 117

118 NWC39 Twitter Con Serv. Tech Rose Kudos to Jackie [Nordquist] and her G3 tech crew including Sif & Alex for help with Burlesque. 118

119 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Rose Nice to have Security coordinate with Grand 3 tech about setting up Grand 3 security cameras. 119

120 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Rose Kudos to Tech team for going above and beyond, especially with changes made at the last second. 120

121 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Rose
Kudos to Tech from Art Show for another great year of coordination.  Setup and teardown went really well.

121

122 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Comment
There was a new system for Art Show lights this year.  Same fixtures but LED's instead of regular bulbs.  This 

saved us a LOT of electrical usage.
122

123 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Comment
G3 tech thought there would be no Staff Support food because of hotel policy changes.  [But that applied to next 

year, not this year.]
123

124 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Onion Tech. didn't get any Volunteers from Vol. office this year. 124

125 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech Onion
The Reg. line on Thursday and Sunday went past the Tech Room and wasn't managed well.  Even with taped off 

"do not stand" lines on the floor, there still were people constantly blocking it.
125

126 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech  Onion 

The big automated mixer in Grand 3 was too complicated for our needs.  We have Masquerade audio (and video) 

& other audio positioned in front of the stage that needs sound, getting these sound sources into the mixer was 

complicated.

Refrain from equipment more complicated than volunteers can handle.  We shouldn't need career specialists to 

run our stuff.

126

127 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose Two large monitors in Grand 2 gave the best view of the "big" shows. 127

128 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose Was well run once again.  The TV's in Grand 2 gave that room the best view. 128

129 NWC39 O&R Panel Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose TV "repeater" screens for Burlesque/Masquerade were nice; multiple roses. 129

130 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose Monitors in Grand 2 were genius!  Almost a better view than being in Grand 3. 130

131 NWC39 Twitter Con Serv. Tech-Screens  Rose 
Kudos to Alan for [putting up large-screen monitors in Grand 2] so people in the back could see at the Burlesque!

131

132 NWC39 Email Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose
Burlesque Show and Masquerade were enjoyable events. Having the TVs in [Grand 2] for attendees in the back 

definitely helped them. 
132

133 NWC39 Comnt Cards Con Serv. Tech-Screens Suggestion
Include a large TV monitor (similar to the "repeaters" used this year in Grand 2) for backstage, so contestants can 

watch the show.
133
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134 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Comment

NOTES FROM THE MASQUERADE ONIONS & ROSES PANEL (reported by Trent Lum):

--Tech: Liked the G2 monitors, put one backstage for contestants.

--Tech: Show Lighting Designer past years Masq videos to see where colors & spots were off.

--Backstage: If projector stays, make it higher so folks don’t have to duck down under beam.

134

135 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose Enjoyed the rear screen projector, it made setup less stressful. 135

136 NWC39 Comnt Cards Con Serv. Tech-Screens Rose [Re. Movie Previews] Great info, entertaining too.  Needed a bigger screen. 136

137 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Onion
The rear projector screen was dark and murky for the Movie Previews.  Do it again but manage a brighter screen.

137

138 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Tech-Screens Onion

The G3 rear-projection screen was a nice experiment.  But it was not used enough, too small, not sharp, took up 

too much backstage area and most especially was too far away to make it worthwhile.

Screen was 67" hi X 88" wide, but with letterboxing produced an image only 37" high X 88" wide, 324" (27 feet!) 

from the first row.  (The bottom of the screen was 66" off the floor.)  A sheet (not a projection surface) was used 

which muddied the picture.

The SMPTE minimum recommended viewing angle is 26˚.  The 15.3° viewing angle of this format is 60% of that, 

measured at the closest row, and gets worse for seats further back.  Because it's so far back it's the same as a 

35" wide screen placed 10' from the first row.  In addition, a lot of space was taken up backstage with the 

mounting.

It then went unused during the Burlesque & Masquerade (a projected logo doesn't count as "usage").  Was it used 

by more than Movie Previews & Midnight Movies & Artemis?

Any of the other screens we normally rent would be more suitable.  (70" "small" tripod = 32.5˚ 2X as much viewing 

angle  -  8'x8' tripod = 43.6˚ 3X as much  -  10'x10' floor standing = 53.1˚ 3.5X more)

138

139 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Transportation Onion

There were difficulties with how the Hosp. materials were packed for load-out, there was some mess requiring 

repacking.  [But this was done after the main Hosp. folks had left.  Hosp. left cart in Wing 7 hallway at load-out but 

didn't advise Transport they were finished.]

139

140 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Con Serv. Video Channels Both See CHAIR - VIDEO CHANNELS for comments on video channels. 140

141 NWC39 Email Member Serv. General Rose

The ball pit was a total hit, having it on the second floor was exactly what another mom and I needed so we could 

squeeze in some panels while keeping our little ones entertained and out of other attendees ways. 141

142 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Arcade Suggestion Where was it?  It was awesome; please bring it back. 142

143 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Auction Comment Art Auction panel attendence (Su 12:20 G2) - 82 (NWC38-70) 143

144 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Art Auction Suggestion
Auctioneer didn't have any details about the large paper mache/styrofoam cat.  If it is to be auctioned later, 

prepare details ahead of time.
144

145 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Auction Comment Seemed liked there was a LOT of charity auction stuff, or there was little art in the auction. 145

146 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Auction Suggestion
Can we do some items as a silent auction?  [It has been considered, but it was felt there would be some difficulty 

running it.]
146

147 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Art Auction Suggestion
Is there a way to take some auction items and publicize them ahead of time?  If you know they're coming, 

publicize them to create excitement and a reason to attend.
147
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148 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Art Show Rose Applause for Art Show. 148

149 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Show Rose Art Show checkout worked wonderfully. 149

150 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Show Rose Autumn Bullman (GoH Liaison) got kudos from Art Show. 150

151 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Show Rose Art Show quality the last few years has been really excellent and amazing. 151

152 NWC39 Twitter Member Serv. Art Show Rose
I had a blast at NWC this weekend!  So many amazing and welcoming people & one of the best run Art Shows 

I've ever participated in.
152

153 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Show Rose
From Business - Props to the Art Show and their cashiers.  Your tills were only off by 0.1844%.  Well done!

153

154 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Show Rose
Kudos to Tech from Art Show for another great year of coordination.  Setup and teardown went really well.

154

155 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Art Show Rose Art Show lighting was great.  Unless you're tall, because your head would bump the fixtures. 155

156 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Art Show Comment
There was a new system for Art Show lights this year.  Same fixtures but LED's instead of regular bulbs.  This 

saved us a LOT of electrical usage.
156

157 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Art Show Suggestion Please post Art Show hours on the OUTSIDE of the doors, so they show when the doors are closed. 157

158 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Artists Alley Rose Art in Action - Liked the variety. 158

159 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Artists Alley Rose Loved the Artists in Action area as always. 159

160 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Cloakroom Rose
Cloak Room was great, kept good track of things. (Multiple kudos.)  They even remembered who I was.

160

161 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Cloakroom Rose

Thanks for the 24/7 Cloakroom; Kylea Brown and the rest of the crew.  I could not have done my panels without 

them.  Being able to drop off and pick up [panel supplies] made it possible to do my panels.  They deserve love, 

hugs and chocolate.

161

162 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Dealers Comment
Amy from the Dealers Room re-measured the room again.  And then checked the room layout on-site Thursday 

with a measuring tape, and there needed to be corrections!
162

163 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Dealers Rose Nice variety in Dealers Room. 163

164 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Dealers Rose Dealers Room layout got kudos for extra aisle space. 164

165 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Dealers Rose Liked the layout of the Dealers Room, it was more open. 165

166 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Dealers Rose
Liked how wheelchairs could get through the room easier, and how design allowed room for toes to move out of 

the way.  At some intersections some dealers had space for you to get out of the way.
166

167 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Dealers Rose
Enjoyed seeing some rotation in the Dealer's Room (not the same old stuff for sale as the year before).

167

168 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Dealers Onion
Nice to see the same dealers, but it is feeling a bit stagnant.  Is this a reflection of the vendors that are applying?

168

169 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Dealers Onion
Dealers Room seems the same every year.  Same vendors in the same spots, especially just inside the doors.  It 

gives the impression of boredom.
169

170 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Dealers Rose Authors in Author's Alley liked being there. 170

171 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Dealers Suggestion Have different authors in Author's Row outside Dealers Room each day.  Include a variety of genres. 171
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172 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Dealers Suggestion

I know Author's Alley has limited space, as does the Dealer's Room. However, I would think that if someone is a 

panelist and wanted a spot in Author's Alley and/or the Dealer's Room, maybe they would get some sort of priority 

on that?  It's entirely possible that was already happening -- but I do wish there'd been more space for Author's 

Alley.

172

173 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Both See CHAIR - ADA for comments on social communication clothespins. 173

174 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Rose Great!  Helpful peeps. 174

175 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Rose Loved standup information board. 175

176 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Info Table Rose Very friendly, knows their stuff.  Totally awesome. 176

177 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Info Table Rose Traffic flow at Info Table was much improved! 177

178 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Rose
Liked the new space (it was a slight move) for Info Table and Peacebonding.  There was less blocking of the 

Lobby area "choke point."
178

179 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Rose Thank you for excusing Patrick Nash from service. 179

180 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Onion Bring Back Patrick Nash! 180

181 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Suggestion Move Membership Packets back to Registration. 181

182 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Suggestion Reg. should be giving out the Membership Packets. 182

183 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Info Table Comment
Some people came to the Info Table to start the registration process and had to be directed to Registration.

183

184 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Info Table Onion
There is still some confusion over where to get membership packets; some still expect it to be at Registration.

184

185 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Info Table Onion Info Table was sometimes out of membership packets, so some people didn't get their bags. 185

186 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Info Table Suggestion Put a clock near the large copy of the schedule @ Info Table. 186

187 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Info Table Suggestion Put a clock next to the big daily schedule board at the Info Table. 187

188 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Suggestion
Table needs to be staffed at all times Reg. is open so members can get packets.  Sometimes this year they were 

not, so some members didn't get packets.
188

189 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Info Table Onion Staff at Info Table didn't know where the Salon was on the convention maps. 189

190 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Lobby Services Rose Seemed less crowded in the Lobby. 190

191 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Lobby Services Rose Loved the photo shoot area, liked how it improved traffic flow in the lobby. 191

192 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Lobby Services Comment Would welcome ideas for the Photo Area prop for NWC40-2017.  Email Chair@. 192

193 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Lobby Services Suggestion
Use photo area logo-d backdrop as backdrop for Masquerade.  Calculate how wide the Masq. backdrop needs to 

be and make a big enough logo backdrop for both uses.  But these are expensive.
193

194 NWC39 Facebook Member Serv. Lobby Services Rose
I do like the layout of the NWC lobby, moving the Info Table and adding the photo shoot area has gotten rid of the 

infamous "vortex" traffic jams.
194

195 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Lobby Services Rose
Loved the new fan tables layout - Things felt spacious and less cramped in the hallway and we were able to make 

contact with lots of folks.
195

196 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Lobby Services Rose

The ball pit was a total hit, having it on the second floor was exactly what another mom and I needed so we could 

squeeze in some panels while keeping our little ones entertained and out of other attendees ways. 196
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197 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Lobby Services Suggestion We need a Freebie Table, somewhere in the building.  The one in Hospitality is too small. 197

198 NWC39 Facebook Member Serv. Lobby Services Both

The club table we had was great, right under the stairs to the Ev rooms, looking right down Concourse 2. High 

visibility for our convention.  The only downside was the lighting. As we were under the stairs it was very dark 

there. I think whoever is in that spot next year needs to have a light supplied (there is an outlet so it should be 

easy to do).

198

199 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Lobby Services Onion Lobby table map (in Pocket Program) was not changed from last year and printed too lightly. 199

200 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Lobby Services Onion Massage table was hard to find, too far off the main hallway. 200

201 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Lost & Found Suggestion
Create "lost" and "found" ribbons for returning and recovering lost items, to provide incentive for turning in found 

items.
201

202 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment
2,757 warm bodies on-site, down 15% from NWC38-2015.  3,212 total memberships, down 12%.

NWC38-2015=3,231 warm bodies on site. 3,641 total memberships. (up 10% from NWC37-2014).
202

203 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment

Further breakdown of NWC39-2016 reg numbers:

4-day=1,824

1-day=246

NWSFS=116

Children=168

Young Adult=32

Pro=261

Guest of Pro=58

Dealer=136

Staff=235

Lifetime=49

Hotel Gifts=12

Roll-overs=32

203

204 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment

Badges printed:

NWC39-2016=3,631

NWC38-2015=3,231

204

205 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment

Pre Reg numbers for NWC40-2017 to date=455

$40 one-day special on con Sunday=441

$50=14

205

206 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Comment 300 registrations processed per hour at peak times. 206

207 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Comment
Unknown how many people brought their AUP reg. paper already filled out from home. [Estimated average wait 

time was .5 hour if AUP brought from home, 1.5 hours if not.]
207

208 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment Had many more first-time attendees ["churn"] this year. 208

209 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment

Suggested most of our membership arrives on site earlier in the weekend than they used to.  [Though Jeanine 

says this has happened for the last five years.]  Which is interesting as Thursday is a "work" day. 209

210 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment
People WANT to stand in lines, despite our best efforts to discourage them from lining up.  So next year we'll try 

lining them up down Concourse 2, the one farthest from the Reg table.
210
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211 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment Felt it would be difficult to print and send badges in advance. 211

212 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Comment

Would welcome ideas for special commemorative swag for Membership Packets for NWC40-2017.  Email 

Chair@.  Either free or to sell.  We will likely be making special totes, we are getting an incredible price. 212

213 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Rose Layout was nice, less crowded. 213

214 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Rose Liked volunteering in Registration. 214

215 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Registration Rose Bravo!  Kudos!  Excellent!  Well pleased! 215

216 NWC39 Twitter Member Serv. Registration Rose I have to say, best Registration process in years.  <tips hat> 216

217 NWC39 Twitter Member Serv. Registration  Rose Kudos for the improvements to Registration for pre-reg members. 217

218 NWC39 Facebook Member Serv. Registration Rose Traffic was really well handled early on Thursday when I was in line. 218

219 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Registration Rose Really liked the flow of Registration this year and the location of the Info Desk. 219

220 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Rose
From Business - Good job Scott Surber and Jeff Cornish.  You were responsive and available, and your tills were 

only off by -1.5448%.
220

221 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Registration Rose
Reg. volunteers were better coordinated in handling the different crowds and moving them from one line to 

another to keep the queues flowing.
221

222 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Registration Rose

My badge line experience was wonderfully smooth.  The badge distribution engineer was able to craft my one-of-

a-kind identification in about a minute.  Having staff check that we knew which line we were in was a big help, too. 222

223 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Rose Volunteers got kudos from Registration, they were responsive when help was needed. 223

224 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion

Have a Volunteers station in the Lobby.  [But there isn't much room there currently.]

If Registration handed out membership packets, there would be room at the Info Table for Volunteers.

Voodoo Message Board is under-utilized, this could be removed and space could be used for Volunteers.
224

225 NWC39 Facebook Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
Please consider a soft Registration opening on Wednesday night for those who like to beat the rush!...most Con's 

will open up at midnight and start selling.
225

226 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Please keep staff registration open longer on Wednesday. 226

227 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Open Registration at 10am on Thursday. 227

228 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
Could there be an expedited line or process for staff to pick up their Registration?  (Another comment - Agreed!)

228

229 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion

Could Life Members and ConCom pick up their badges/packets somewhere other than Registration?  If they are 

(or have) working hard for the convention, maybe some time could be saved (and they could get back to work!) if 

they could get their registration more quickly.

229

230 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Reg. should consider hiring staff instead of relying on Volunteers. 230

231 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion

Someone should have been permanently stationed by the Reg. feeder lines on Thursday to explain the 

procedures (such as why the terminals weren't used) in a friendly way.  (Another comment - Agreed) 231

232 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
Suggest a series of coded steps (A-B-C / 1-2-3 / shapes) to denote Registration steps, and to make it obvious 

there are three steps.
232
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233 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Could there be entertainment while waiting in Registration? 233

234 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Allow us to use the website AUP barcode from our cell phones. 234

235 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
Member had difficulty finding how to print the AUP from the website.  Suggest creating a more obvious way to get 

there from the main Norwescon webpage to the CM system.
235

236 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Registration Suggestion

I realize that mailing registration badges is a pain. However, for those of us with invisible disabilities, standing in 

line for 1+ hours can be brutal. It can also completely ruin our ability to have a pain free con. Even the line for the 

Green Room was very long; I heard many commenting on the pain levels they endured because of it. Surely there 

has to be an in-between? I would gladly pay $5 extra to have my badge mailed.

236

237 NWC39 Twitter Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
[Ref Sunday-only onsite-only $40 special for NWC40 memberships.]  No website access for those of us who've 

gone home?  It'd be cooler if that was a thing.
237

238 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Registration Suggestion

I am bummed that I missed out on the $40 NWC40 pre-reg rate because I can't attend Sunday due to work.  It 

would be nice to have this one-day-only rate available online, or on Saturday night for those of us unable to attend 

Sunday.

238

239 NWC39 Facebook Member Serv. Registration Rose Norwescon hands down has the best membership packets of any con!! 239

240 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Reg. should be giving out the Membership Packets. 240

241 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Perhaps more signs directing members to Info Table for Registration Packets. 241

242 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Comment
Some people came to the Info Table to start the registration process and had to be directed to Registration.

242

243 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Onion
There is still some confusion over where to get membership packets; some still expect it to be at Registration.

243

244 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Onion
The person who handled my registration didn't mention the membership packets to me.  Perhaps there should be 

a model script for them to follow?
244

245 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Onion Reg. could have been more customer-oriented - greet members, smile, say welcome. 245

246 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Onion
The Reg. line on Thursday and Sunday went past the Tech Room and wasn't managed well.  Even with taped off 

"do not stand" lines on the floor, there still were people constantly blocking it.
246

247 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. Registration Onion
Convention Master was closed to registrations for a couple of weeks late in the cycle, because updates to the 

hosting service were incompatible with CM.  This was not CM's fault, but was unfortunate.
247

248 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Onion
Dark printing on a dark badge caused a lack of contrast on the badges, it was hard to read people's names.

248

249 NWC39 Email Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
When the badge background is grey, and the printing is black, it makes people's names very hard to read.  Any 

way we can insure contrasting tinctures?  Can we make the con name bigger?
249

250 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Rose
A parent appreciated that the names on the badges were hard to read, as strangers didn't approach her kid.

250

251 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Onion
Minors were not consistently noted on the badges.  [There was a technical glitch so it wasn't always indicated.]

251

252 NWC39 O&R Panel Member Serv. Registration Suggestion Need parent information on minors badges. 252

253 NWC39 Comnt Cards Member Serv. Registration Suggestion
Some minors badges had numbers and others did not.  Being the grandparent of one of the minors, I would 

appreciate numbers on all the badges.
253
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254 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. VDMBoard Onion
No need for Voodoo Message Board anymore.  Too many names.  Nobody picked up messages (over 30 were 

unclaimed when I looked).
254

255 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Member Serv. VDMBoard Suggestion

Have a Volunteers station in the Lobby.  [But there isn't much room there currently.]

If Registration handed out membership packets, there would be room at the Info Table for Volunteers.

Voodoo Message Board is under-utilized, this could be removed and space could be used for Volunteers.
255

256 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Hospitality Onion
We were not able to use unpackaged food this year, restricting options.  Can't do home cooking anymore.

256

257 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Hospitality Comment
We need to deal with the Hotel's new rules [only hotel food in function spaces starting with NWC40-2017] and 

come up with a good solution.
257

258 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Hospitality Comment
NWC is one of the last conventions to have any kind of hosted Hospitality, due to changing hotel, union and 

insurance policies.
258

259 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Hospitality Rose Liked the Hospitality seating arrangement. 259

260 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Hospitality Rose Liked the way Hospitality re-configured their room after original setup didn't work well. 260

261 NWC39 Facebook Personnel Hospitality  Both 

Was not a fan of NWC's Hospitality layout the first day; four rows of theater/classroom style tables where 

everyone set on one side and looked at the back of the heads of the person in front of you. They smartly changed 

it later to two rows of tables with seating on both sides which allowed conversations to happen.
261

262 NWC39 Email Personnel Hospitality Rose Vegetarian hot dogs in Hospitality - loved them. 262

263 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Hospitality Rose Thank you for feeding me yummy veggie wraps! 263

264 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Hospitality Rose Hosp. are the coolest in the world.  Treated us well, we were well fed, we loved them. 264

265 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Hospitality Rose Hosp. helps me decompress in quiet.  And to eat actual food while working.  And to read more. 265

266 NWC39 Comnt Cards Personnel Hospitality Rose
Last year was our first NWC, one of the things that really wowed us was the quality of Hospitality & the obvious 

pride the con takes in it.  Kudos to Hospitality for this!
266

267 NWC39 Blog Personnel Hospitality Rose

Kudos to the crew of the Hospitality Suite — Good food and friendly smiles always available.

The book swap was a cool idea.

Loved your chili!  Hot but not too hot, especially with the guacamole.

267

268 NWC39 Comnt Cards Personnel Hospitality Suggestion Need more room for Hospitality, including a quiet room. 268

269 NWC39 Email Personnel Hospitality Suggestion

The Hospitality concept was a good one. However, I think it should be reduced to just a snack bar. As a result, 

resources can be allocated to other projects. If a large number of attendees prefer to keep it, I suggest a slightly 

larger room to better handle the rushes. If Hospitality goes away, consider working out a plan with Doubletree on 

a special discount for meals at the hotel’s restaurants and snack bars to reduce costs for some of the attendees 

who aren’t staying on location. For example, from 7-9 AM, the breakfast bar at the hotel restaurant would be $15 

(with Norwescon Badge) instead of the regular price of $20. 

269

270 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Hospitality Onion Food quality was disappointing. 270

271 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Hospitality Onion Some juice past its expiration date was given out.  [Vendor didn't check their stock.] 271
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272 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Hospitality Onion

There were difficulties with how the Hosp. materials were packed for load-out, there was some mess requiring 

repacking.  [But this was done after the main Hosp. folks had left.  Hosp. left cart in Wing 7 hallway at load-out but 

didn't advise Transport they were finished.]

272

273 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Picnic Rose
Picnic location was a fun time last year.  [It is in the same space this year, but at a later time, July 25 4-9pm, Steel 

Lake Park in Federal Way.]
273

274 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Staff Support Comment
G3 tech thought there would be no Staff Support food because of hotel policy changes.  [But that applied to next 

year, not this year.]
274

275 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Volunteers Comment Volunteer totals - 61 adults and youth, total of 385 hours. 275

276 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Volunteers Rose Kudos to Volunteers.  Got great people when I needed them. 276

277 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Rose Volunteers got kudos from Registration, they were responsive when help was needed. 277

278 NWC39 O&R Panel Personnel Volunteers Rose Volunteer registration was handled quickly, despite problems [not mentioned what problems were]. 278

279 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Suggestion Please encourage posting "jobs we need" earlier and more often. 279

280 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Suggestion
Volunteers needs more visibility.  Recruit in the Lobby, coordinate in the Office.

Another comment - Agreed - have more of this on the website.
280

281 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Suggestion

Have a Volunteers station in the Lobby.  [But there isn't much room there currently.]

If Registration handed out membership packets, there would be room at the Info Table for Volunteers.

Voodoo Message Board is under-utilized, this could be removed and space could be used for Volunteers.
281

282 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Suggestion

Suggest a rethink of Volunteers Room layout. Some feedback that people felt intimidated, that they weren't 

welcome.  Rethink the layout and lighting, the room was dark, make it more welcoming. Keep one room as quiet 

staff support.  

282

283 NWC39 Email Personnel Volunteers Suggestion

Have a designated quiet room for adult attendees to take a short nap or get away from all the crowds/excitement. 

This would be especially important for individuals who don’t have a hotel room or car nearby. A separate room 

could be set up for families.  [Could the quiet Volunteers Lounge be used for this?]
283

284 NWC39 Comnt Cards Personnel Volunteers Suggestion

There is limited restroom access down Wing 7 for those in wheelchairs.  Perhaps Security could allow access to 

the restroom in the Volunteers Room after hours.  With only 1 restroom in the area, some can't wait. 284

285 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Suggestion
Con Crud sucks.  I brought in flu meds for my team, but do we have "First Aid" for this?  Sometimes people get 

sick but are committed to doing their con jobs.
285

286 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Onion Tech didn't get any Volunteers from Vol. office this year. 286

287 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Onion Volunteers was disappointing this year.  We didn't get many people. 287

288 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Personnel Volunteers Onion
Volunteers Office packed up super early on Sunday.  Maybe they should wait until Closing Ceremonies to close?

288
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289 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming General Comment

Programming totals NWC39-2016:

450 total programming events (biggest year in awhile)

659 total events on schedule (including set-ups and tear-downs).

289

290 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming General Rose Great variety, I went to good panels. 290

291 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming General Rose Having panels in larger rooms was appreciated. 291

292 NWC39 Blog Programming General Rose The number of writers attending was staggering! 292

293 NWC39 Twitter Programming General Rose Wow, lots of decent content on Sun at NWC39 this year. 293

294 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming General Rose
NWC38-2015 Artist GoH Julie Dillon was at NWC39 and told me she had a great time and will likely be back for 

NWC40.
294

295 NWC39 Blog Programming General Rose

Programming did an exceptional job promoting diversity in subject matter while welcoming new panelists to share 

the spotlight alongside returning favorites.  The Writing Track alone had a higher percentage of pros who were 

new to Norwescon than had participated in a long while.

295

296 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming General Suggestion Put comment cards in the panel rooms, for immediate use while comment is fresh in mind. 296

297 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming General Suggestion Really wish our attending guests had classification icons: (W)=writer (A)=artist (M)=musician, etc. 297

298 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming General Suggestion
Can we create icons to make it easier to find relevant tracks quickly?  Also include on room door signs.  (T)=teen 

(M)=music (W)=writing (S)=science (K)=kids
298

299 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming General Suggestion
How much guidance is given to moderators?  [We give each panelist and moderator a sheet with panel running 

advice.]
299

300 NWC39 Email Programming General Suggestion

When populating panels, confirm if an individual definitely wants to be on that particular panel and contribute. A 

couple of panels I attended a panelist or two barely talked, even though they were subject-matter experts on the 

topic. Those same individual(s) I would see on other panels talking up a storm.

Most moderators did a good job ensuring all panelists spoke. Though a few individuals need some improvement, 

especially if there is a significant gender imbalance. This stood out on a couple of panels I attended where it was 

four men and one woman.

300

301 NWC39 Blog Programming General Onion

In previous Norwescons, arriving by 8 AM was a guaranteed parking spot. This year, in all their infinite wisdom, 

the Doubletree Hotel sold parts of their parking as airport parking. This meant that, at times, panelists were stuck 

driving in circles looking for parking. In some cases, they were incredibly late or even missed panels because 

there was no parking anywhere.

I think what irritated me most about this was that NWC sectioned off a lot for their NWC staff, but not one for their 

panelists. They labeled it VIP parking which, to me, felt insulting. The NWC staff are absolutely VIPs, but so are 

the panelists. We need to be able to park, too.

[Wing 7 "VIP" lot IS for panelists also, is this a pro communication issue?]

301

302 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming General Onion Some pros usually at NWC weren't seen this year. 302

303 NWC39 Email Programming General Onion
I'd love to see more of the old author friends as panelists.  You've uninvited so many of them and instead invited 

ones I don't recognize.
303

304 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming General Onion
We often have the same pros speaking on the same issues.  Socio-political discussion & costuming were cited.

304

305 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming General Onion Rooms that were seated widely (Evergreen 3-4), didn't work well for slide presentations. 305
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306 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming General Onion
Several ConCom members get bios as panelists - Amber, Kat Marier, SunnyJim.  Why not Keith and Alan (Movie 

Previews)?
306

307 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Autographs Suggestion Perhaps have one Autograph Session instead of two.  It was sparsely attended this year. 307

308 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Autographs Comment
How can we make a pro signing at Autograph Sessions more relevant?  Lots of pros attend who are a total 

mystery (unknown/never heard of them) until the session.
308

309 NWC39 Blog Programming GoH's Rose Tanya Huff was a delight and I thoroughly enjoyed each of her panels that I went to. 309

310 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming GoH's Rose Kudos for SGoH Doctor William Hartman. 310

311 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming GoH's Rose Doctor Hartman was appreciated.  He encouraged moving chairs to allow ADA closer access to dais. 311

312 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming GoH's Rose Autumn Bullman (GoH Liaison) got kudos from Art Show. 312

313 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming GoHs Suggestion
Believe the requirements for our guests (winning major awards and such) is placing too much of a restriction on 

finding the kind of new voices and guests some are interested in seeing.
313

314 NWC39 Blog Programming Green Room Rose Green Room staff was wonderful. They made the room a nice respite before and after panels. 314

315 NWC39 Email Programming Green Room Rose
Roses to Green Room and Pro Party FOOD (kept me going and able to do panels).  Also roses to the CREW who 

make that lovely wonderful food.
315

316 NWC39 Email Programming Green Room Rose

Having "to go" packs to grab and go was GREAT.  (If we move to a Suite next year these will be VERY important.  

Maybe the Pro Bags could have some snacks thrown into them.  But I suppose we Pros could actually take care 

of this ourselves, we are not totally helpless.)

316

317 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Green Room Suggestion Include open hours for Green Room in Pocket Program hours page. 317

318 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Green Room Both Alas, poor Green Room.  We knew ye well.  Thanks for years of service! 318

319 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Movie Previews Both See SPECIAL EVENTS - MOVIE PREVIEWS for comments on movie previews. 319

320 NWC39 Twitter Programming Panels Rose I’ve attended four panels so far. Every single one has included multiple women, love it. 320

321 NWC39 Email Programming Panels Rose
Enjoyed the openness and frank dialogue of the panelists and attendees. It was a great environment to be in.

321

322 NWC39 Email Programming Panels Rose
Had a good time at NWC.  The panels were well attended and I was delighted to find a room full of people for my 

reading.
322

323 NWC39 Email Programming Panels Rose

Loved that there was finally some rotation in panelists so that newer authors could also get a chance to be 

panelists.  Yet you still had some of the "further along in their career" authors on panels with the newer crowd -- 

that was awesome!

323

324 NWC39 Email Programming Panels Rose

This may be unpopular, but I liked having more double-sized programming rooms, even if it meant less paneling.  

None of my panels had an audience small enough to fit in a half-size room, most of them were either SRO or 

within 5 seats of it.   I think having fewer hours of programming also forces finer scrutiny on what panels make the 

final cut. This can only be good, as it keeps the items being discussed from going stale. 

324

325 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Suggestion
Pros not invited weren't notified until three weeks before the con, by then the last discounted membership rate 

had expired.  Would like to have been notified before discount expired.
325

326 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Suggestion It seems local writers were very under-represented on panels.  Please more local writers on panels. 326

327 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Suggestion
Identify panels where sign-up is necessary, on the doors of those panels' rooms.  People told (at the panel door) 

they couldn't enter unless they signed up "downstairs" but weren't told where to sign up.
327
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328 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Suggestion
Format of - intros, panelist discussion, audience questions - works very well.  Encourage use of that format across 

all panels and tracks.
328

329 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Panels Suggestion
Create a standardized form to make it easier for pros to choose panels of interest.  (For example, boxes that 

indicate military experience, etc.)
329

330 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Panels Suggestion
Ask for a picture and bio as part of applying to be a pro. [We do ask, not all pros choose to submit a photo or bio.]

330

331 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Panels Onion
Several ConCom members get bios as panelists - Amber, Kat Marier, SunnyJim.  Why not Keith and Alan (Movie 

Previews)?
331

332 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion Need more media programming. 332

333 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion Nancy Kress not invited?  Seriously? 333

334 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion Need more programming with substance.  Most programming stinks. 334

335 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion Tired of the same panel, different name.  Please change things up a bit. 335

336 NWC39 Twitter Programming Panels  Onion 
Now, if they can only figure out how to spread out the good panels on Fri/Sat, rather than having them all at once.  

Feast-or-Famine.
336

337 NWC39 Email Programming Panels Onion

Panel room size choice was a bit odd, some of the (at least to me) obviously interesting panels were in very small 

rooms, while some of the panels that don't change much year-to-year were in very large ones. 337

338 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels Onion Rooms that were seated widely (Evergreen 3-4), didn't work well for slide presentations. 338

339 NWC39 Twitter Programming Panels Onion I'd like to see more variety of panelists on each given track next year... lots of repeat panelists. 339

340 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion
Disappointed to see so few names I was interested in on panels.  I go to panels based on who is on them more 

than the topic.  A lot of NWest writers/editors/authors seemed to be missing.
340

341 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion

Seem to be out of touch with current genre writers/editors/publishers, especially local ones.  Many people who are 

contributing to the field, and could bring their experience and expertise to the con, were overlooked. 341

342 NWC39 Email Programming Panels Onion
A couple of good panelists were absent from panels.  Most notably Joe Malik from the near future military 

hardware panel.
342

343 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels Onion

Dan Dubrick is enthusiastic and knowledgeable, but not a capable moderator.  Presentation tech often causes 

him difficulty.  Panelists & audience members monopolize panel when he is the only panelist or moderator.  He is 

a capable member of a multi-person panel, but not a good moderator.

343

344 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Art Suggestion

One workshop needing some improvement was the Beginning Leathermaking Workshop on Friday 7pm C10. The 

event was completely rushed and I didn’t really learn much from it. My suggestions to handle things better:

--Each attendee signing up should have a designated number next to their name. These pre-registered 

individuals would have designated spots. As a result, it would be quicker in filling holes from the waitlist.

--Spend at least 10 minutes discussing leather work more clearly followed by a 10 minute demonstration of what 

will be done in class.

--Recommend one teacher leading the class while the assistants handle the one-on-one stuff.

--This particular class definitely needs one session for families and another for just adults.

344
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345 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Costume Onion
We often have the same pros speaking on the same issues.  Socio-political discussion & costuming were cited.

345

346 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Panels-Culture Rose I appreciated the lifestyle panels. 346

347 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Culture Rose I especially loved the feminism and diversity panels. 347

348 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Culture Onion
We often have the same pros speaking on the same issues.  Socio-political discussion & costuming were cited.

348

349 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Culture Suggestion

Being a strong introvert I think it would be beneficial to have a few panels addressing the topic of introversion and 

stepping out of one’s shell at a con and elsewhere with demonstrations and hands-on practice. This may have 

been partially covered in something like "Flirting 101", which I missed, though I think a panel(s) devoted to this 

topic would help.

349

350 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Fanfic Suggestion Would like more guys [males] on the Fan Fiction panels. 350

351 NWC39 Blog Programming Panels-Filk Rose

Moved to the main floor, Open Filk felt the strongest it has in a long time. … Very surprised at how much 

difference going one floor down made.  Lots of new people, lots of energy, going until well after 2am. 351

352 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Gaming Rose Miniature paint-and-take was a very encouraging environment. 352

353 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Gaming Rose
Conversations during the "Which Wargame is For You?" and "RPG Improv" panels gave me at least a year's 

worth of things to try.
353

354 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Gaming Rose
Gaming Track did a hell of a job putting together a variety of panels and making sure that we saw some different 

topics than in the past.  Many kudos to all the panel participants.
354

355 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Media Onion Let's Make A Movie - The Cascade 2 room used on Saturday for the "film it" session was too small. 355

356 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Military Suggestion
Joe Mallik was a GREAT panelist and representative of the US Military to the Con Fan Base.  Please invite him 

back.
356

357 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Military Onion
A couple of good panelists were absent from panels.  Most notably Joe Malik from the near future military 

hardware panel.
357

358 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Military Suggestion

Re. Fighting for Writers - Was well attended, BUT, we should do a basic intro and then BREAK UP into smaller 

groups. For example, Medieval Armor to one corner for questions about HardSuit stuff. Dagger/hand-to-hand (in 

fighting pads perhaps) to another corner to answer those questions. Special Forces huddle up and talk about the 

reality of modern BlackOp interaction. Roman/Norse to another place to talk about the reality of Shield Walls and 

Unit Combat. That kind of stuff.

358

359 NWC39 Twitter Programming Panels-Misc Evnts Rose Just got done with Convention Membership 101. Great panel. Every first time attendee learned a ton. 359

360 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Misc Evnts Rose Glad to attend the Esperanto panel on Friday. 360

361 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Misc Evnts Rose

The different types of panels were awesome, a lot of choices. Keep up the diversity of them. I never knew 

Esperanto existed. Great panel and look forward to incorporating it in some way into my writing. 361

362 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Music Suggestion Filking should start at 10:30pm (i.e. the same time) in the same room each night. 362

363 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Music Suggestion "Music" track should list filking (in Pocket Program/Guidebook) as well as concerts. 363

364 NWC39 Twitter Programming Panels-Pop Cul Rose SF/F Battle Royale was the best panel at this years NWC! 364

365 NWC39 Twitter Programming Panels-Pop Cul Rose [Ref Why Representation Matters]  Great panel at NWC. Now get this representation on other panels! 365

366 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Readings Rose Enjoyed readings from local authors. 366
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367 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Science Suggestion
Incantation of Helium 3-3pm Friday C2- Couldn't get in the door 5 minutes after the panel started.  Neither could 5 

other people who came afterward.  Science panels need larger rooms.
367

368 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Science Suggestion

UFOlogy deals with anomalous phenomena firsthand.  Please consider a panel connecting UFO's with sci-fi.  

(Maurene Morgan olympic.ufo@gmail.com - I am a Mutual UFO Network State Section Director & Certified UFO 

Investigator.)

368

369 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Science Suggestion Make more room for scooters in rooms that have Science programming. 369

370 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Science Onion A Sci GoH from a few years back was put on one panel in a room that was too small. 370

371 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Science Onion
Science/Biology panels - Were a bit boring this year, lacking a lot of the fun they usually have.  There wasn't 

enough about speculative fiction and how science fits into SF.
371

372 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Science Onion

Ceres/Asteroid panel - The room (a very small one) was way too small to hold all who wanted to attend.  For such 

a popular panel (whose popularity should be obvious) it should have been in a much larger room. 372

373 NWC39 Comnt Cards Programming Panels-Space Rose The Rest of the World is Space - Fantastic every year and always packed!  Fun promoting space! 373

374 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Panels-Special Suggestion More planning and attention should be paid to time management at Onions & Roses. 374

375 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Panels-Special Suggestion
Move Onions & Roses panel to before Closing Ceremonies.  Encourage feedback.  Make the Closing 

Ceremonies the real close of the convention.
375

376 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-Writing Rose Loved the larger panel room sizes for the writing panels. 376

377 NWC39 Blog Programming Panels-Writing Rose

Programming did an exceptional job promoting diversity in subject matter while welcoming new panelists to share 

the spotlight alongside returning favorites.  The Writing Track alone had a higher percentage of pros who were 

new to Norwescon than had participated in a long while.

377

378 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Panels-Writing Onion
During some writing panels the introductions becomes a credential fight.  ("I'm more important because I've 

written x and y and z.")  This wasn't appreciated.
378

379 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-YA Rose

Panel on Attending Cons With Children was a godsend. Seriously, I was a little lost and unsure how to keep my 

little one from bothering others until I heard from the panelists on ways for all of us to have more fun as well as be 

less stressed.

379

380 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-YA Rose

Thank you so much for the wonderful children's classes this year, particularly the 9am dance classes! 9am is the 

perfect time and we had so much fun. GregRobin Smith's guided dance session on Saturday was a blast - 

parents and kids were all up swaying, wiggling, giggling and getting our robot dance on. I really enjoyed the way it 

was structured but also freestyle. I desperately hope he and the dance classes will be coming back next year.

380

381 NWC39 Email Programming Panels-YA Rose

Kids room was much cleaner this year.  I appreciated and used the "changing table", it was much more 

convenient.  The lady that was supervising (Camin) [Bradbury] did a thorough and conscientious job making sure 

the area was safe and tidy for each class.

381

382 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Stage Mgmt Rose Stage Mgmt. did a great job.  They were discrete, it was appreciated. 382

383 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Stage Mgmt Rose Lots of kudos for feedback on ADA policy and pamphlet.  Also loved the wheelchair signs. 383

384 NWC39 Email Programming Stage Mgmt Rose
I greatly appreciated the two reserved ADA seats in the front of the panel rooms.  This was a major problem last 

year, and the change was >VERY< welcome. 
384

385 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Stage Mgmt Rose Panel room clocks with time left indicators were a good idea. 385

386 NWC39 Twitter Programming Stage Mgmt  Rose I love the use of colored tape to mark clocks for panelists to know their time limits. 386
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387 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Stage Mgmt Rose
Reminders that panels end at 10 minutes before the hour were made frequently, including on the back of pro's 

table cards.  Those seemed to be effective.
387

388 NWC39 Email Programming Stage Mgmt Rose
Liked time frame of keeping the panels to 50 minutes and enforcing it to allow attendees to get to other events.

388

389 NWC39 Email Programming Stage Mgmt Onion

Programming was originally scheduled up to the hour without a break. But without a break period, you’d have 

panels cutting into the subsequent panel’s time.  It really sucked for the authors’ who had readings where the 

panel before them ran over and ate into their reading time (usually 30min). This did get fixed by Friday, and 

panels started ending at 10min to the hour.

389

390 NWC39 Twitter Programming Stage Mgmt  Rose Loved the wheelchair reservation signs this year! 390

391 NWC39 O&R Panel Programming Stage Mgmt Suggestion
Need to better communicate that blue tape on panel room floor is designated for scooter and wheelchair parking.

391

392 NWC39 Email Programming Stage Mgmt Suggestion

Rooms for panels should have designated entrance and exit doors to avoid multiple doors opening and closing at 

the same time potentially disturbing the panel/event or injuring an attendee. If the hotel can reduce the noise they 

make when opening and closing, it would minimize distractions.

392

393 NWC39 Email Programming Stage Mgmt Onion
Bamboo panel (C12 Th 3pm) - I walked in at 2:55 and speaker had already started the panel.  Early starts are not 

cool.
393

394 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Video Channels Both See CHAIR - VIDEO CHANNELS for comments on video channels. 394

395 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Workshops Rose Kudos to Sunny Jim Morgan for her work on the Artist's Workshops. 395

396 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Workshops Rose Programming made Artists Workshop happen, got kudos and good feedback for it. 396

397 NWC39 Email Programming Workshops Rose Writers Workshops were run well, as usual, and helpful to the participants. 397

398 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Programming Workshops Suggestion Either add more pro writers or limit the number of participants.  Need a more evenly balanced load. 398

399 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Daily Zine Rose Kudos for the 'zine. 399

400 NWC39 O&R Panel Publications Daily Zine Rose
Daily Zine was very helpful, especially the way it highlighted the GOH schedules.  [Published on the front page of 

each edition.]
400

401 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Daily Zine Onion Do we need a more compact newszine?  There seemed to be a lot of filler. 401

402 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Daily Zine  Onion 

Having the zine was nice.  But only half of it was used for convention-specific news, the other half unnecessary 

fluff.  Several pre-written & pre-submitted items were cut to make way for puzzles and short stories, even after 

being submitted multiple times.  Too bad.

402

403 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications General Onion Many typos of key info throughout printouts. 403

404 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications General Suggestion Really wish our attending guests had classification icons: (W)=writer (A)=artist (M)=musician, etc. 404

405 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications General Suggestion
Can we create icons to make it easier to find relevant tracks quickly?  Also include on room door signs.  (T)=teen 

(M)=music (W)=writing (S)=science (K)=kids
405

406 NWC39 Email Publications General Suggestion

Remind families with young children that if the child becomes extremely restless during the first 15 minutes of a 

panel, they should step outside to address the restlessness. If matters improve, come back in. 406
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407 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Guidebook Onion

Guidebook function that blasted messages at a scheduled time was taken out of program this year.  We had a set 

of fun messages ready and couldn't use them.  We would like them back, Guidebook has been advised. 407

408 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Guidebook Comment
Kevin created a Twitter account for the "fun" messages (that went through Guidebook last year), he can do this 

next year but needs more lead time.
408

409 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Guidebook Rose The Guidebook editor is dead sexy. 409

410 NWC39 Twitter Publications Guidebook Rose Kudos to the Guidebook Team, who rocked our Burlesque world!  Above and beyond the call of duty! 410

411 NWC39 Email Publications Guidebook Rose
Pocket Programs were a useful tool. I would have used Guidebook a lot more as well, if my cell phone wasn’t so 

slow in using the program. Definitely keep that app, though.
411

412 NWC39 O&R Panel Publications Guidebook Suggestion Add feedback (area for comments) to Guidebook.  [A feedback module can be added for the future.] 412

413 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Guidebook Suggestion
Guidebook needs to be updated more frequently.  Does it have a function to say "current as of Thur 5pm"?

413

414 NWC39 Comnt Cards Publications Guidebook Suggestion "Music" track should list filking as well as concerts. 414

415 NWC39 Comnt Cards Publications Guidebook Suggestion
Grid should also list the Masquerade technical meeting as well as rehearsals.  Maybe there should be a 

"Masquerade" track to bind them.
415

416 NWC39 Comnt Cards Publications Guidebook Suggestion
Movie Channel 46 - There were two pages of movies and times, but no explanation of where to find them.  [This 

comment likely because channel was missing from hotel TV's.]
416

417 NWC39 Email Publications Pocket Program Rose
Pocket Programs were a useful tool. I would have used Guidebook a lot more as well, if my cell phone wasn’t so 

slow in using the program. Definitely keep that app, though.
417

418 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Suggestion Include open hours for Green Room in Pocket Program hours page. 418

419 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Onion
Not printing separate 8.5 x 11inch day-by-day grids (to try to make people go to Guidebook?) was not member-

friendly.  Some people think graphically or want paper backup.
419

420 NWC39 Comnt Cards Publications Pocket Program Suggestion
Put room location on both sides of every page of all grids.  [Was listed at the beginning of a day (left side of the 

grid), should also be listed at the end of the day (right side of the grid) as well.]
420

421 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Suggestion

Panel titles should take up the full width of the time-length space on the grid.  ("Merge cells" button is your friend.)  

(Ex. A five-minute sign was flashed by Stage Management near the 1-hour mark of a 2-hour panel.  Oops.) 421

422 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Suggestion
Confirm open hours info with Office (and others) before re-using last years data. [Office open hours in Pkt Pgm 

were last years incorrect hours.  Current info was provided by Office but lost.]
422

423 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Onion Onion about having two books for Pocket Program.  [The books were getting too big so were split up.] 423

424 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Onion Movie Preview panels should be listed under Pop Culture, not Special Events. 424

425 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Onion Why is there no MEDIA section in the subject headings?  (They are listed under Pop Culture.) 425

426 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Onion Lobby table map was not changed from last year and printed too lightly. 426

427 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Pocket Program Onion Sa/Su pg.62-63 had items at bottom listed as 2pm-2pm, not actual times. 427

428 NWC39 O&R Panel Publications Pocket Program Onion
Pocket Program was hard to read and understand.  Some times were wrong.  It looked like there were no events 

in several time slots.  [They were actually continued on the next page.]
428
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429 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Program Book Comment Less Program Books were printed this year, 2,500 instead of 3,000. 429

430 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Program Book Onion

For the second year the GOH bios were embarrassingly tiny, just a skimpy PR bio piece.  This is an insult to our 

GOH's.  Where are the appreciations from their friends/admirers/peers that we used to get?  430

431 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Program Book Onion
Publishing GOH's Wolheim and Gilbert got two bios, in the GOH section and Panelist section; second was 

unnecessary. 
431

432 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Program Book Onion Panelist names in FIRST name order?  Odd. 432

433 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Program Book Onion
Several ConCom members get bios as panelists - Amber, Kat Marier, SunnyJim.  Why not Keith and Alan (Movie 

Previews)?
433

434 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Signs Both See VICE-CHAIR - SIGNS for comments on signs. 434

435 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Social Media Comment
Kevin created a Twitter account for the "fun" messages (that went through Guidebook last year), he can do this 

next year but needs more lead time.
435

436 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Publications Social Media Comment

NOTES FROM THE MASQUERADE ONIONS & ROSES PANEL (reported by Trent Lum):

--Director: Get [Masquerade] entry forms online sooner, encourage entrants to register/supply music & narration 

ahead of time.

436

437 NWC39 Email Publications Social Media Suggestion

There were many panels on the topic of dating and sexual relationships. With such topics covered at length, it 

may behoove the con to create a special NWC dating app for the four-day event and have designated safe-areas 

to meet, talk and hang out to get to know one another. Have certain fun "breaking-the-ice" social activities.
437

438 NWC39 Twitter Publications Social Media Onion Too many Re-Tweets at once; give us a break. Temporarily #unfollowing (sigh). 438

439 NWC39 Twitter Publications Website Suggestion
[Ref Sunday-only onsite-only $40 special for NWC40 memberships.]  No website access for those of us who've 

gone home?  It'd be cooler if that was a thing.
439

440 NWC39 Email Publications Website Suggestion
Member had difficulty finding how to print the AUP from the website.  Suggest creating a more obvious way to get 

there from the main Norwescon webpage to the CM system.
440

441 NWC39 O&R Panel Secretary General Suggestion Put comment cards in the panel rooms, for immediate use while comment is fresh in mind. 441

442 NWC39 O&R Panel Secretary General Suggestion Add feedback (area for comments) to Guidebook.  [A feedback module can be added for the future.] 442

443 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Minutes Onion
Minutes and agendas should be publically available, we are a public non-profit corporation.  Right now only 25-35 

are publically available.
443

444 NWC39 Comnt Cards Secretary General Onion
Keith talked too much during explanation of Comment Cards and NWC38 O&R report availability at February 

meeting.
444

445 NWC39 Comnt Cards Secretary General Onion Keith should be reminded he is not the center of attention.  [No context provided.] 445

446 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Onions/Roses Comment
Con Services items attendance figures:

Onions & Roses panel (Su 5 E1/2) - 63
446

447 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Onions/Roses Rose Thank you for making Onions & Roses notes so readily available. 447
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448 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Org Chart Rose Kudos to Kat for making sure changes made their way into the Org Chart. 448

449 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Org Chart Suggestion

Org Chart needs consistent review (for additional ConCom and accuracy) by Execs, Department Heads and 

ConCom.  Don't assume your Exec got your name or info right for the Org Chart, check it every month! 449

450 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Org Chart Onion Org Chart needs to be updated more quickly. 450

451 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Secretary Org Chart Suggestion
Please remove "PD" (membership paid) line on Org Chart.  This doesn't need to be seen by ConCom.

451

452 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts General Comment

Other Special Events attendance figures:

Opening Ceremonies (Th 7:00 G2) - 200 (approx., no count taken) (NWC38-245)

Movie Previews (Fr 10am G3) - 135 1 panel only (NWC38-122 1 panel only)

PK Dick Awards (Fr 7:40 G2) - 160 (NWC38-157)

Friday Midnight Movie "The Big Bad" (Fr 12:30 G3) - 10

Costumer's Exchange (Sa 10:30 G3) - 10

Saturday Concert-Kadesh Flow (Sa 10:45 G3) - 12

Closing Ceremonies (Su 4:20 E3/4) - 138

452

453 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts General Rose Thanks for the ADA lines for Special Events. 453

454 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts General Rose Two large monitors in Grand 2 gave the best view of the "big" shows. 454

455 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts General Rose Monitors in Grand 2 were genius!  Almost a better view than being in Grand 3. 455

456 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts General Rose Enjoyed the rear screen projector, it made setup less stressful. 456

457 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts General Suggestion Switch the Burlesque and Dance spaces. 457

458 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts General Suggestion
When listing off the Special Events in your department at the O&R panel, list them all so people are aware.

458

459 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Artemus Comment

There was no attendance count taken at Artemus (G3 Sunday event).  But a video of the event shows nobody 

watching other than the players.  Is this worth the time and money points if nobody watches other than the 

participants?

459

460 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Burlesque  Comment 

Burlesque attendance figures (Fr G3) Total seat count approx. 375:

Start (9:20) - 310 (NWC38-488)

Doors opened 9, start 9:30, 20 minute intermission, end 11:30, room blocked till 12mid.

Some attrition after intermission reported but uncounted.

NWC38 2015 - 488 @ start (9:30), 10:05-15 minute intermission, Beginning of Act Two (10:22) - 290 (40% loss), 

end 11:25pm)

NWC 37 FFFS - 325 @ start, after 1st break 292 (10% loss), after 2nd break, spanking scene 245 (25%)

460

461 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Burlesque Comment
They were given 2.5 hour slot, didn't use the .5.  Seating at 9, started @ 9:30, ended at 11:30 (with 20-minute 

break).
461

462 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Burlesque Rose Wonderfully on point!  Doing Rocky Horror after this event would have been a great pairing. 462

463 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Burlesque Rose TV "repeater" screens for Burlesque/Masquerade were nice; multiple roses. 463

464 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Burlesque Rose Was well run once again.  The TV's in Grand 2 gave that room the best view. 464
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465 NWC39 Twitter Special Evnts Burlesque  Rose 
Kudos to Alan for [putting up large-screen monitors in Grand 2] so people in the back could see at the Burlesque!

465

466 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Burlesque Rose
Burlesque Show and Masquerade were enjoyable events. Having the TVs in [Grand 2] for attendees in the back 

definitely helped them. 
466

467 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Burlesque Rose

Burlesque was very fun and a highlight of the convention for me.  I loved it and the care they took to welcome 

Tanya Huff.  I also appreciate the advance seating of ADA folks.  A fun and respectful group all around.  As this 

sort of burlesque would typically have a $20-25 ticket attached to it, I see it as "added value" to the con.
467

468 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Burlesque Comment
Instead of Burlesque, something more in tune with sci-fi would make more sense.  Like a space station movie or 

presentation, sci-fi music orchestra or band, etc.
468

469 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Burlesque Suggestion Set the end time early enough to allow something to use that room after it. 469

470 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Burlesque Both Nice to have bar open during Burlesque.  But it got shut down early this year. 470

471 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Burlesque Suggestion
For the Burlesque, there should be a bar/concessions in the back for attendees. Have some specialty drinks 

following the theme of the show.
471

472 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Burlesque Suggestion
If some of the performers were willing, and time permits, I suggest they do more than one performance. 

472

473 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Burlesque Onion Should not run so long. 473

474 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Burlesque Onion Felt really empty compared to normal. 474

475 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Ceremonies Rose Opening Ceremonies was great! 475

476 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Ceremonies Rose The lady who hosted Opening Ceremonies was amazing.  So much better than last year. 476

477 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Ceremonies Rose Stage crew for Opening Ceremonies was amazing!  They were quick, professional and helpful. 477

478 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Concerts Comment
Concerts were only held Thu & Sat this year, why not Fri?  [Concerts director stepped down last year but nobody 

else stepped up.  So Alan had to handle the concerts.] 
478

479 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Costume Exch. Rose Would be great to have this next year. 479

480 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Comment

Dance attendance figures (Evergreen 3-4)

Thursday (10pm) - 15

Friday (11:40pm) - 70 (NWC38-25 on floor at Time Warp Midnight)

Saturday (11pm) - 70

480

481 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Rose Dances in Evergreens seemed to work well. 481

482 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Rose Loved having the Dances in the Evergreens! 482

483 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Rose Dances in Evergreen Rooms were fine, just add another row or two of dance floor. 483

484 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Dances Rose
I personally thought the Saturday dance felt way less empty and deserted than it has in a while - and it _has_ felt 

empty and deserted - just because it was in a smaller space, and so fit.
484

485 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Dances Both Saturday - It was weird trying to find the dance, though it was fun once we found it. 485

486 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Suggestion Need a set start time. 486

487 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Suggestion Need a larger dance floor. 487

488 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Suggestion Need a consistent time for the Bar to be open and run. 488

489 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Suggestion Create a "Stardance" sign/prop/logo of sorts, to brand the Dances. 489
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490 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Suggestion
If Dances must be in one set of Evergreen Rooms, put something on the other side that would work well with it, 

such as a casino.
490

491 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Dances Suggestion Please keep the evening dances. 491

492 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Onion Dancin' Dan (Murphy) is moving to the east coast and probably won't be available as a DJ or MC. 492

493 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Dances Onion Were there dances this year?  I couldn't find them. 493

494 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Dances Onion

The complete lack of marketing about the change [in location for the dances] was a massive problem. For six 

years people have known concerts were in the Evergreens, and NWC has had dances in Grand 2/3 for a couple 

of decades, and _no_ notice means _nobody_ knew.

494

495 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Dances Onion

We have on-line sites, daily zines, pre-con reports - I didn't see anything about the [Dances] changes and it 

caught me off guard. For a while I thought that the Dances had been canceled as part of the new hotel food policy 

until I snagged a ConCom person to ask what was up. Lack of communication on this matter was pretty appalling 

for something this big, the dances have been in the same space forever.

495

496 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Onion

Sound was poor - no bass, lots of midrange, scratchy highs.

We had six subwoofer cabinets in Grand 3, yet none in the Dances.  One or two could have been put up for the 

dances without much adverse affect on G3 events.  (Of course it would have been best to have 1 or 2 sub 

cabinets specifically for dances.)

496

497 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Onion

[Compilation of separate onion comments on Dances location] I thought it was kind of odd that the dances were in 

the Evergreens, rather than the ballrooms. - Dances need to be in a bigger space. - Evergreen rooms is not the 

best location. - Dances in Evergreen Rooms were a bad idea, were smaller and died off earlier. - Evergreen 

Rooms smelled, had no seating and was awkward. - Hated having the dances upstairs.  It smelled and was a bad 

place for dancing. - Dances in Evergreen was unfortunate. Small, smelly space with a really quiet sound system.

497

498 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Onion
I got sick after attending the Dance.  Too many sweaty people with not enough ventilation is a breeding ground for 

Con Crud.
498

499 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Dances Onion

Someone was bug nuts crazy to schedule them upstairs.  The room was too small for the sound.  Friday's crowd 

was maybe 1/3 the usual size.  Small room intensifies the feeling and smell of a locker room.  Also, in a room that 

small the served alcohol smell permeated the air.

499

500 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Dances Onion

Terrible!  Many people left which made it even worse.  The dance floor gapped.  The room was too hot.  The 

ambience felt like it was thrown together at the last minute for the kids (because of the location and lack of 

decoration and grandeur).  The volume wasn't loud enough to hear the music over people talking.  Water access 

was inadequate.  It lacked garbage cans.

500

501 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Dances Onion

[Compilation of separate onion comments on putting Dances back in Grand 3]  Put Dances back in Grands. - Put 

Dances back in Grand 3. - Move the Dances back to the Ballroom. - Move the Dances back to the Grand 

Ballrooms. - Suck!  Please put them back in the ballrooms! - Not happy about the small dance floor in Evergreens.  

Please go back to the Ballrooms. - I think the Dances need to be held in the Grand Ballrooms again, not upstairs 

in the Evergreens.

501

502 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Dances Onion

Putting Dances in Evergreen Rooms were an Epic Fail.  The NWC dances are legendary.  It was so 

disappointing.  At midnight there were ten people on the dance floor.  The volume was too low.  It was a bad 

atmosphere.  Back to the ballrooms!

502
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503 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Dances Onion

I would really like to see the Dances returned to the Grands instead of the Evergreens, at least for Saturday.  

While I do think it made things flow easier, I felt the Evergreen rooms were cramped.  I also think the dances 

seem more official/exciting when in the Grands.  I think with the smoother Masquerade timeline this would be 

easier to accomplish.

503

504 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Dances Onion

The dances seemed very small and more like a bar experience vs. the huge ballroom experience.  That may be 

the way it has to be, especially to have the concerts.  It's not the huge dancing event it used to be.  Not a 

complaint, just missing the experience.  All things must change. :)

504

505 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Dances Suggestion

I don't know what the answer is about the dance situation.   I am not thrilled with moving the dance to the 

Evergreen Room - it just didn't feel like the big dance experience it should be.  With so many people confused 

about the location and move, that also needs to be addressed - though I know Publications and Special Events 

really tried to educate fans, but the fact that so many staff also seemed to be caught by surprise says that better, 

more effective communication is needed on major shifts like these.

505

506 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Dances Suggestion

I'm hoping Norwescon will swap the location of the Dances and Concerts back next year. I don't feel that they 

worked well for either. Both seemed much more empty than normal. If the Masquerade can keep doing what they 

did this year, and get the judging done in record time it would mean a reasonably early start time for the Saturday 

dance.

The hard one is Friday. Do you limit the time of the Burlesque show, so the dance can be after it, move the friday 

dance to Ev, or just don't have a dance on Friday?

506

507 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Dances Onion

The Evergreen Rooms just don't work for the dances. The low ceilings make them pungent quickly, the tables 

took up more than half of the space, and I watched many people look in and walk away during more popular 

songs because the floor was too crowded.

I appreciate the effort to make dances start on time, but the location has to be not unpleasant, too, with a good 

sound system, room to dance, and ventilation.

I'm worried that fewer people going to the dances is going to be taken as a sign of their lack of popularity, when 

really I think at least some of it is the bad locations, changing times, etc.

507

508 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Gaming Comment

[From March Meeting Minutes] Was scheduled for 184 Games, 4 Tournaments, 52 Game Masters, 719.5 total 

hours of scheduled gaming.  An average play time of 3.9 hours per game, an increase of 25% over last year. 508

509 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Rose Really like that Gaming is still in Maxi's. 509

510 NWC39 Twitter Special Evnts Gaming Rose Thank you NWC Gaming for a great weekend! 510

511 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Rose Liked that there was more room in Maxi's for gaming. 511

512 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Gaming Rose Gaming in Maxi's was great.  They were self-sufficient after we got lights to them. 512

513 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Gaming Rose Minecraft - We loved it!  Please make it all ages. 513

514 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Rose Loved that there were more Magic: The Gathering drafts. 514

515 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Gaming Rose Having a play test area in Gaming Salon was a nice touch. 515

516 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Gaming Rose Glad to see people demo-ing games.  I played "No Honor Among Thieves" for the first time. 516

517 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Gaming Rose

Loved the board game playtest area. Lots of cool upcoming games (I assume most of them will be Kickstartered), 

where you got to play them in advance, which helps the devs find issues before they are released. 517
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518 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Gaming Suggestion Would like a Sci-Fi/Fantasy LAN room. 518

519 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Suggestion Please bring back the Minecraft server. 519

520 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Suggestion Please keep scheduled gaming and the games library. 520

521 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Gaming Onion
At least half of the "open" gaming area was "reserved" the whole weekend, despite Maxi's already being set aside 

for the purpose.
521

522 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Gaming Onion
It made me sad to see so many tables "reserved" for specific games at all hours.  Isn't that what "scheduled 

gaming" is for, and "open gaming" is so you can play anything, anytime?
522

523 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Onion

Didn't like the amount of very loud, space-consuming stuff that was permitted to reserve "open" gaming.  For 

large chunks of time, Rotunda 2 was about 2/3 Artemis, and Rotunda 1 was nearly 100% Pathfinder.  As folks 

who brought games to play it was really hard to find space, and extraordinarily hard to hear other players at our 

table.  Artemis is awesome, and totally deserves a better-contained home.

523

524 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Gaming Onion

I don't think the night tournaments should be held at Maxi's because we had to adhere to the Maxi's dress code 

(which meant some people were turned away while some people were not for similar issues). 524

525 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Onion

Are the game sheets in the Gaming binders arranged by the first initial of the last name of the DM/game runner?  

That makes trying to compare it to the schedule [listed by game name] very difficult.  Please consider revising. 525

526 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Gaming Onion

Open gaming in the Rotunda is way too far from scheduled gaming. Folks had to check out a game at Maxi's and 

then truck it all the way over to the Rotunda. For some, that's not doable from an accessibility standpoint. For 

others, it was confusing.

The gaming stuff needs to be together. How about moving the Writer's Workshops to another place and open 

those areas up to gaming? Some scheduled games ended up cancelled because people didn't realize they were 

in the Rotunda. People had to look at schedules in Maxi's in the binders, and by then they'd missed the beginning 

of some games.

526

527 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Lazer Tag/Nerf Rose Thanks for the shooting range. 527

528 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Lazer Tag/Nerf Suggestion Keep the Nerf shooting gallery, please! 528

529 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Lazer Tag/Nerf Suggestion Have one Lazer Tag/Nerf session during daytime hours. 529

530 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Lazer Tag/Nerf Suggestion More nights of nerf/laser tag please, 2 nights isn't enough. 530

531 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Lazer Tag/Nerf Suggestion Don't schedule events after evening Lazer Tag/Nerf sessions so the kids can play longer. 531
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532 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade  Comment 

Masquerade attendance figures (Sa G3) Total seat count 615:

Opening (7:30) - 300 (NWC38-345)

Single Pattern Contest part of Half-time - 284 (5% loss)

NWC 38-2015 - 345 to start, 175 half-time start (Casc got Talent) (50% loss), 110 awards start (69%)

NWC 37-2014 - 362 to start, 195 half-time start (panel game show) (45% loss), 84 awards start (75%)

NWC 36-2013 - 320 to start, 230 half-time start (photo area) (38% loss), 160 awards start (50%)

NWC 35-2012 - 300 to start, 267 half-time start (movie previews) (13% loss), 170 awards start (43%)

532

533 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Comment

NOTES FROM THE MASQUERADE ONIONS & ROSES PANEL (reported by Trent Lum):

--Director: Get entry forms online sooner, encourage entrants to register/supply music & narration ahead of time.

--Tech: Liked the G2 monitors, put one backstage for contestants.

--Tech: Show Lighting Designer past years Masq videos to see where colors & spots were off.

--Backstage: If projector stays, make it higher so folks don’t have to duck down under beam.

--Backstage: Changing area can be reduced by half.  Ask hotel to remove excess tables/chairs sooner in the day.

--Backstage: Can a practice area be created for youngsters (Rising Stars)?

--Judges: Keep the tablets, provide one for each judge with charging cable.

--Judges: Keep workmanship separate from presentation judges at beginning of show.

--Judges: Consider allowing contestants to chat with judges before the doors open.

--Halftime: Keep Hall Costumes, Single Pattern Contest, and Props Contest.

--Sunday O&R Panel: Can there be time for winners to bring in costumes for Q&A on how they were made 

(Sasquan did this)?

533

534 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Rose Great time management for Masquerade judging. 534

535 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Masquerade Rose Enjoyed the Masquerade with the half-time nicely filled with something. 535

536 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Rose
It was great to see the Masquerade have a decent run time.  The judging app helped things run smoothly.

536

537 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Rose
Changes to Masquerade judging process saved time, this was a positive.  This could lead to moving Masquerade 

earlier in the evening.
537

538 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Masquerade Rose
Masquerade went so smoothly this year!  No awkward pauses.  Whatever was done to change the process really 

worked and made one of my favorite NWC events 1000% better.
538

539 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Masquerade Rose

The [Masquerade] judging was a lot quicker because of the nifty system that Alan Bond set up - hopefully he'll be 

able/willing to share it with other conventions to help them streamline that time as well.  Even with a couple of 

minor tech glitches it was much simpler to go through all the entries and work on which entries were going to win 

the awards.

539

540 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Masquerade Rose Great job on the Children's Masquerade.  I loved the format and the Tony Stark character. 540

541 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Comment
Hall Costumes need to go up ramp and onto stage from stage left, so their card can be handed off to MC invisibly 

as they go.  This year was better than last, but still looked clunky.
541

542 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion
Include a large TV monitor (similar to the "repeaters" used this year in Grand 2) for backstage, so contestants can 

watch the show.
542

543 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion Have a set end time.  Set strong schedule for judges. 543
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544 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion
The logo backdrop (in the Photo Area) was great, but make it bigger and use it for the Masquerade Photo Shoot 

area as well.
544

545 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Comment

Entries should never be allowed to skip Masquerade rehearsal, no matter how "experienced" they are.  

Rehearsals are just as much for us (lights, sound, MC), to make sure we do right by them, as they are for 

contestants.

545

546 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion
Grid should also list the Masquerade technical meeting as well as rehearsals.  Maybe there should be a 

"Masquerade" track to bind them.
546

547 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion

I think there are some real efficiencies at the WORLDCON level that our Masquerade should look at adopting - a 

lot of the pre-registration and tech work (going to the various stages of the cross, as we call it) can be done 

through pre-registration, and then those tech departments or the participants can flag which ones need to have a 

consultation.  A lot of time could be saved for performers and tech crew by addressing a lot of stuff ahead of time - 

it would make the tech crew & Masq Director's lives a lot easier.  WORLDCON in Spokane was amazingly 

efficient!

547

548 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion Please go back to televising the Masquerade, it was awesome. 548

549 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion Have Tony Stark character (Christopher Corbitt) as MC. 549

550 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Suggestion
After watching Keith Johnson work with contestants in rehearsal, he would be well-suited to help direct the 

Masquerade.
550

551 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Onion Dancin' Dan [Murphy] is moving to the east coast and probably won't be available as a DJ or MC. 551

552 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Onion
Only use presentation names during run-throughs, it's easier for sound & lights.  Using real names leads to 

confusion.
552

553 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Masquerade Onion

Children's Masquerade was scheduled for a Cascade room, but no Masq rep made it to the room.  So a parent 

took charge, handing out forms, making announcements and explanations, and telling folks to go down to the G3 

ballroom.  If the process changes at-con, please put sign in room/on door.

553

554 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Onion

Performance script wasn't followed.  Wotan thought he was introducing Dan the MC, when he should really have 

been introducing the Kids Masq presenter.  Decide on the flow of events ahead of time - and account for Wotan if 

you must - but do it before the show starts.

554

555 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Onion
Masquerade is where we spotlight the costumer, not the staff or MC.  MC's (kids masq) should refrain from a 

"persona" while presenting.
555

556 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Masquerade Onion The gray photo backdrop was terrible looking in pictures, wrinkled and messy.  Why no NWC logo? 556

557 NWC39 Email Special Evnts Masquerade Onion

My wife missed the Sunday meeting to receive her award for the Masquerade, and was told to go to the Office to 

see if it was there. At Ops a very impolite person informed us they didn't have them and that no one in the Office 

could help us as they closed at noon. (A friend that was staff in the Greenroom informed me that the Office didn't 

close until 2. [this was incorrect, noon was the published closing time])  My wife was finally able to grab a person 

with a radio who got on the radio to find someone that could help us, and the person with the award showed up.

That was the right thing to do. I am sure people in the Office had radios and could have done the same thing but 

refused.  It's disappointing to go to a place that is a "central area" where you are directed to get help and get an 

attitude of not wanting to help nor the desire to and basically being told to go away.

557
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558 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Movie Previews Comment Movie Previews attendance (Fr 10am G3) - 135 1 panel only (NWC38-122 1 panel only) 558

559 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Great, need more. 559

560 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Very, very informative.  Loved it. 560

561 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Great!  I'd like to see this every year. 561

562 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Movie Previews were nice to have back. 562

563 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Great info, entertaining too.  Needed a bigger screen. 563

564 NWC39 Facebook Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose [Responding to Facebook promo] Can't wait!  Love your shows. 564

565 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Keith/Alan fantastic!  Comments and news were as important as the clips. 565

566 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Were excellent this year.  Bring them back next year, maybe show them twice. 566

567 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose Thanks for bringing Keith/Alan's Movie Previews back.  It was well attended and great to have back. 567

568 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose
I saw Keith/Alan at Sasquan and was really excited to see it on the schedule for Norwescon this year.  I hope it 

will be back next year, too.
568

569 NWC39 Blog Special Evnts Movie Previews Rose
The most awesome thing shown at the Movie Previews panel on Friday was Alan's "Experiment in Terror" - "It's a 

Mad Mad Mad Max Fury Road."
569

570 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Movie Previews Suggestion Should have been scheduled more than once. 570

571 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Suggestion Keith/Alan fantastic!  Need more showings at better times. 571

572 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Suggestion
Awesome panel.  Would like to see it again.  Perhaps two presentations; one kid friendly, one a bit more mature.

572

573 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Movie Previews Onion Need Movie Previews more than once @ 10am on Friday.  A joke; they shouldn't have bothered. 573

574 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Movie Previews Onion
The rear projector screen was dark and murky for the Movie Previews.  Do it again but manage a brighter screen.

574

575 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Movie Previews  Onion Movie Preview panels should be listed under Pop Culture, not Special Events. 575

576 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts Pathfinder Suggestion Pathfinder needs more space. 576

577 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts PK Dick Awards Rose PK Dick Awards liked the tech setup they got.  Liked the PA and sound, too. 577

578 NWC39 Email Special Evnts PK Dick Awards Suggestion

I would love to see PK Dick Awards start sooner so there is more time to enjoy the whole ceremony and we don't 

have people nervously looking at their watches and making the "Speed Up" signal to the readers, etc. 578

579 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts PK Dick Awards Comment

Always wonderful!  However the event before [Lifetime Dinner] is poorly placed.  Those who attend both end up in 

the same room for three hours.  Folks who come in at 7pm for the PKDick are left with seats at the back or at 

tables with dirty tablecloths & dishes.

579

580 NWC39 O&R Panel Special Evnts PK Dick Awards Both PK Dick ceremony was excellent, but there wasn't much time to talk after the ceremony. 580

581 NWC39 Comnt Cards Special Evnts Rocky Horror Suggestion Please bring back Rocky Horror Picture Show.  That show rocks! 581

582 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Special Evnts Rocky Horror Rose
[Burlesque was] Wonderfully on point!  Doing Rocky Horror after this event would have been a great pairing.

582
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583 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair General Onion Really, really missed a con timeline. 583

584 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair General Onion Not enough room parties. 584

585 NWC39 Blog Vice-Chair General Onion
Party scene didn't seem as big this year.  It felt like someone or someones were missing, and I wasn't the only 

one saying it.
585

586 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-ADA Suggestion

There is limited restroom access down Wing 7 for those in wheelchairs.  Perhaps Security could allow access to 

the restroom in the Volunteers Room after hours.  With only 1 restroom in the area, some can't wait. 586

587 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Rose

The DoubleTree’s food is actually pretty good. Not inexpensive (not surprising), but tasty, and they re-worked 

some of the items on the menu to cater to attendees with dietary restrictions. Example: apparently the roasted 

cauliflower soup is normally a vegetarian option, but they made a vegan version for NWC.
587

588 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion
Hotel shut down Courtyard Grill earlier than posted times.  Either stick to the posted times or post an "or earlier if 

business sucks" exception on sign.
588

589 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion

On Friday at 4pm I went to the Courtyard Food Market, but they were no longer serving despite their posted 

closing time of 5pm.  Same thing happened Saturday at 4:40pm.  How can you make plans if the printed 

information isn't followed?

589

590 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Comment Coffee Garden staff looked overworked. 590

591 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion

Lifetime Member Dinner - Banquet captain was singularly un-helpful re: dietary meal request, despite specifics 

being sent via e-mail significantly in advance. Gave the impression I was an annoyance for asking, and it didn't 

matter if I got sick. Special-diet meal choice *very* bland, identical to last year.

There was great-looking food on the buffet (that meets my freakish dietary requirements, even) - how hard would 

it be to put some of it on a plate *before* it gets to the buffet where it can be cross-contaminated? 

591

592 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion Seaports menu sucked. 592

593 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion Seaports needs more staff on Sunday. 593

594 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion Please stop with the menus designed for fast-food patrons.  We're grown-ups, we want real food. 594

595 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Food Onion
Sign said breakfast buffet was available until noon.  But because kitchen was converted to lunch at noon it 

caused some confusion with what was available and what wasn't.
595

596 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Rose
On Saturday night hotel security was counting empty parking slots and advising the parking gate how many cars 

to let in, and guiding cars to the slots.  This was a nice innovation.
596

597 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Onion
Last year the Hilton provided secondary parking, but not this year.  It was hard to find affordable parking.

597

598 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Onion
Parking is still atrocious.  The lot at the DoubleTree isn't small, but for a con with a few thousand people in 

attendance it doesn't cut it.
598

599 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Onion

This year's parking fiasco was by far the worst thing I've ever seen. Last year with GRRMartin there was still 

parking. I heard the hotel rented it out for airport parking! During a con?! If the Doubletree continues to do that, I 

would move NWC. Seriously.

599

600 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Onion
ADA parking is always full year after year.  This year I plan to stay home Sat & Sun, as I won't be able to park 

close.  Waste of a full membership.
600
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601 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Suggestion

Hotel has inadequate handicapped parking stalls for NWC, so NWC should encourage the hotel to designate 

additional disabled stalls, much as municipalities do for things like street fairs with large crowds and more 

disabled attendees.  Disabled folks can't just park elsewhere and walk and there are many disabled SF/F fans.
601

602 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Onion
Would prefer that VIP parking [Wing 7 triangle] be available primarily for panelists, and that staff be encouraged to 

park elsewhere, even Wally Park.
602

603 NWC39 Blog Vice-Chair Hotel-Parking Onion

In previous Norwescons, arriving by 8 AM was a guaranteed parking spot. This year, in all their infinite wisdom, 

the Doubletree Hotel sold parts of their parking as airport parking. This meant that, at times, panelists were stuck 

driving in circles looking for parking. In some cases, they were incredibly late or even missed panels because 

there was no parking anywhere.

I think what irritated me most about this was that NWC sectioned off a lot for their NWC staff, but not one for their 

panelists. They labeled it VIP parking which, to me, felt insulting. The NWC staff are absolutely VIPs, but so are 

the panelists. We need to be able to park, too.

[Wing 7 "VIP" lot IS for panelists also, is this a pro communication issue?]

603

604 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Comment

NWC39-2016-total room nights=1,693

NWC38-2015=1,718  (NWC38 O&R report listed Doubletree-1590, Hilton-60)

NWC37-2014=1,711  (NWC38 O&R report listed Doubletree-1811, Hilton-15)

This year had 42 comps, we only lost 3 comp nights due to cancellations.

604

605 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Comment
The Hotel didn't take NWC40 reservations on Sunday this year, unlike last year.  [We told them to wait; we usually 

don't do reservations more than a year in advance, NWC40 is in mid-April, 2017.]
605

606 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Rose Tonya Clark was great!  (Another comment - I second that!) 606

607 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Rose Hotel rep Tanya Clark did an awesome job, loved her updates. 607

608 NWC39 Twitter Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms  Rose 
A large rose to DoubleTree housekeeping for rapid deployment of an ozone machine to our room to combat the 

neighbors' invading cigar smoke.
608

609 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Suggestion Contract with La Quinta [across street] for hotel rooms. 609

610 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Suggestion

We should ask the Hotel to make sure that guests assigned to regular hotel rooms on the 13th floor of the Tower 

are convention members.  They would likely be more understanding about parties in the Presidential Suites. 610

611 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Both
Hotel offered to text people when their hotel room was ready.  Several people didn't get the text when their room 

was ready, several did.
611

612 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion There was virtually no bell service, they seemed overwhelmed. 612

613 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Both
Staff has been wonderful as always.  However, I am beyond mad that they are holding an extra $150 on my credit 

card & I can't get it back until after the con is over.
613

614 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion

I understand about the first night guarantee, to be refunded if cancelled before the end of Dec.  That's OK, but 

what is with this $200 check-in deposit to be refunded at check-out?  We paid cash with a debit card back-up.  

(Last year it took 2 months to get the hold removed and refund made, after dealing with mgt.)  Why don't they (or 

you) post this info, and not surprise people at check-in?

614

615 NWC39 Twitter Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion Once again Hilton has messed up our reservation. The hotel is the worst part of NWC. 615
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616 NWC39 Twitter Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion
Hilton has outdone themselves in crappy customer service this year. Didn't meet a single reservation I made.

616

617 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion

I just have given up trying to use any of my Hilton Honors or any other amenities - it doesn't seem to matter, 

doesn't seem to work.  The hotel seems indifferent to the needs or concerns of the freaks who straggle in Easter 

weekend - that is my impression and it is up to them to change that appearance and impression - I have given 

them many chances.

617

618 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion

Hotel seemed to be selling more handicapped hotel rooms than it had available.  (Suggested this was a larger 

Hilton chain issue.)

At least one ADA room was given to a non-ADA staff person who did not request ADA.  (and was surprised.)  This 

may have been because they wanted to be on the staff floor (3rd floor Tower) and get the staff rate (no Tower 

surcharge), and that was the only room *left*. Doubletree could make an effort to, for example, put that person on 

the 4th floor if there are no 3rd floor rooms left *except* for the ADA room.

618

619 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion
Hotel registration was super slow.  You'd think it might be a good idea to have an extra person or two at the 

registration desk.
619

620 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion

Checking in on Wednesday morning, multiple staff at the front desk avoided eye contact with me (the only person 

standing in line, while one person was being helped) for 18 minutes.  Really gives the impression that they don't 

care about customer service.
620

621 NWC39 Blog Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion

Registration at the hotel (not NWC reg) was super slow when I got in. This is really more on the hotel than NWC, 

since you’d think if the hotel knew thousands more people than usual would be in that weekend it might be a good 

idea to have an extra person or two at the registration desk.  Seeing the row of empty stations at the desk and the 

lone person trying to handle it all.

621

622 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Rooms Onion

Nearly every year of the 16 I've been, getting a room in the tower has proven the biggest challenge. Before Hilton 

bought the hotel, it was a bit easier and only required that I make the reservation when the room block became 

available. Nowadays it's a high-anxiety crap-shoot, hoping that the hotel staff bother to fulfill my requested room.

This year I asked for a tower room King with adjoining Queen, and another Queen on the same hall. When I got to 

the desk (before noon on Thursday), I discovered that they had put me in 5B (party wing, the LAST place I 

wanted to be) and they did not give me two adjoining rooms. When I complained, the manager was dismissive 

and his response was, essentially, "you will get what we decide to give you". I even asked him how he would 

suggest I go about ordering the rooms next year, and he could not give me an answer other than "book early, put 

your request in writing, and call the week before to confirm". Which is EXACTLY what I had done. 

In the end, I took my rooms and vented my ire by angrily tweeting at Hilton Honors & the Con. While I never did 

get rooms in the tower (and one of the bigger room parties was literally next door to the room I did get), Hilton 

Honors did eventually make amends by comping the first night of all three rooms. 

If the Con got together with Doubletree and was able to organize the sections of this huge hotel into 

understandable and bookable blocks, that would be so helpful in avoiding these problems in the future.

622
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623 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Rose Good job checking the final hotel bill. 623

624 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Rose Loved the bath salts in the bathrooms. 624

625 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Suggestion

Need to better understand hotel's policy on outside food in function spaces; do we have to hide our Jack-in-the-

Box lunch?  [Suggested it was best not to raise the topic to see what happens, better to not "tickle the dragon."] 625

626 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Comment
We need to deal with the Hotel's new rules [only hotel food in function spaces starting with NWC40-2017] and 

come up with a good solution.
626

627 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Comment

[PK Dick Awards are] Always wonderful!  However the event before [Lifetime Dinner] is poorly placed.  Those who 

attend both end up in the same room for three hours.  Folks who come in at 7pm for the PKDick are left with seats 

at the back or at tables with dirty tablecloths & dishes.

627

628 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Comment

Hotel has no idea why the fire alarm went off on Friday morning?

[Response post-it - Hotel Staff know exactly where the alarm was, they shared that they don't know why the alarm 

was triggered.  They do know that no person or fire triggered the alarm.  If it were a real emergency the staff will 

evacuate, as they did this year.]

628

629 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Suggestion Need a consistent time for the Bar to be open and run. 629

630 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Suggestion Hotel should have at least one bathroom that is fragrance-free. (ADA requirement) 630

631 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Suggestion

I.T. would like a room further away from the Stuffing Party; people came in looking for the stuffing party, also had 

noise issues.  The room I.T. was also not ready when it should have been.  [Contractually we only have one room 

for the Stuffing Party, they give us the other room gratis.  We would have to pay for two rooms if we wanted them 

to be separate.]

631

632 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space  Onion 

The loss of the Video Channel was the Hotel's fault.  They should have compensated by finding a hotel room, 

somewhere in the hotel, clearing it of furniture and providing chairs and a video system, at no cost to NWC.

ALL the work of the video channel producer was for naught.  It felt like we tried several technical fixes, but when 

none worked, we gave up.  Was any sort of "theatre" setup considered?

632

633 NWC39 Comnt Cards Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Onion Rooms were freezing!  Too much HVAC. 633

634 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Onion Temperatures in function rooms were very cold. 634

635 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Onion Hotel in general was very cold.  Do they bother to heat the place? 635

636 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Onion
Thursday (and only on Thursday) the panel rooms tended to be freezing cold.  It was much better on subsequent 

days.
636

637 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Onion

Depending on the panel room, it would be way too cold or way too hot. It is understandable being a hotel there 

will be challenges with climate control. Recommend looking at a system to assess size of room and how many 

people would be in it, and then gauge the temp accordingly. Also, if there is a means for which the moderator of 

the panel can raise or lower the temp that would be helpful.

637

638 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Hotel-Space Onion

There wasn’t a lot of seating available if one needed to sit while waiting for their panel, and what seating there 

was could end up being a long way from the room where the panel you wanted to attend was located. I’ve been to 

cons in the past where each room has a door attendant who usually handles getting seating for those that need it.
638
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639 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Staff Rose Hotel Banquets was very helpful during the con. 639

640 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Hotel-Staff Rose Staff was brilliant and super nice.  Has improved even over the last few years.  Great job! 640

641 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Hotel-Staff Rose The people in Banquets were incredibly helpful and great to talk to when problems came up. 641

642 NWC39 Blog Vice-Chair Hotel-Staff Rose
DoubleTree registration desk staff were cordial, helpful, and the cookies were always warm!  Thank you for 

making our stay that much more delightful.
642

643 NWC39 Email Vice-Chair Parties Suggestion

We should ask the Hotel to make sure that guests assigned to regular hotel rooms on the 13th floor of the Tower 

are convention members.  They would likely be more understanding about parties in the Presidential Suites. 643

644 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Comment If you'd like to see signs where there weren't any this year, send a message to signs@. 644

645 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Rose New signs are great! 645

646 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Rose Love, love the new tall signs. 646

647 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Rose Loved the new standing signs.  Good job! 647

648 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Rose New signs were great, we need more of them. 648

649 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Rose Big kudos for the big tall signs.  They looked awesome, professional. 649

650 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Rose Glad to have signs back again.  Liked the stand up signs, need more. 650

651 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Suggestion
Need signs with generalized directional arrows which can point to places with changes, such as when we move 

an event like the Dances.
651

652 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Onion The gray photo backdrop was terrible looking in pictures, wrinkled and messy.  Why no NWC logo? 652

653 NWC39 Post-Con Mtg Vice-Chair Signs Suggestion
The logo backdrop (in the Photo Area) was great, but make it bigger and use it for the Masquerade Photo Shoot 

area as well.
653

654 NWC39 O&R Panel Vice-Chair Signs Suggestion Perhaps more signs directing members to Info Table for Registration Packets. 654
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Total Comments 654 (NWC38-2015-656 comments)

By Type Roses 231 35.3%

Onions 172 26.3%

Both's 17 2.6%

Suggestions 166 25.4%

Comments 68 10.4%

By Exec Business 11 1.7%

Chair 81 12.4%

Con Serv 48 7.3%

Member Serv. 115 17.6%

Personnel 33 5.0%

Programming 110 16.8%

Publications 42 6.4%

Secretary 11 1.7%

Special Evnts 131 20.0%

Vice-Chair 72 11.0%

By Form Comnt Cards 87 13.3%

Email 104 15.9%

O&R Panel 94 14.4%

Post-Con Mtg 306 46.8%

Soc Media 63 9.6%

For a full-size copy, go to: http://www.norwescon.org/documents/nwc_40/1609concom/NWC39-2016-07-13_onionsandroses_final.pdf
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# Year Source Executive Department Type Comment #

Comnt Cards 87 13.3%

Roses 19 21.8%

Onions 30 34.5%

Suggestions 33 37.9%

Comments 3 3.4%

Email 104 15.9%

Roses 48 46.2%

Onions 26 25.0%

Suggestions 29 27.9%

Comments 0 0.0%

O&R Panel 94 14.4%

Roses 31 33.0%

Onions 28 29.8%

Suggestions 22 23.4%

Comments 10 10.6%

Post-Con Mtg 306 46.8%

Roses 89 29.1%

Onions 76 24.8%

Suggestions 78 25.5%

Comments 55 18.0%

Soc Media 63 9.6%

Roses 47 74.6%

Onions 12 19.0%

Suggestions 4 6.3%

Comments 0 0.0%

For a full-size copy, go to: http://www.norwescon.org/documents/nwc_40/1609concom/NWC39-2016-07-13_onionsandroses_final.pdf


